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Professor nominates
Mandela for Prize

by Neil Forsyth

;/s welcomed by EUSA SecretY Robbie Foy who saw it as a
can
valuable contnbut1on , reinforcing
by the
·
Year
. was· turned
h down
be
· · the University's
.
. cam pa·1gn agamst.
Umvers1ty, as
en nomi- Apartheid which has included the
nated for the Nobel Peace banning of South African produce
Prize by Professor Malcolm from all student shops, and the
Anderson of the Politics renaming of Potterrow as the
Department.
Mandela Centre. He also refuted
Professor Anderson, who is th e clai_m that M~ Mandela was
eligible to nominate a candidate not a suitable c_and1date, declaring
for the prize because of his status his sole 0 ?1ect1ve to_be , "a peaceas a Professor of Political Science, fut .an~ Just so),ut1on to South
was approached by the City of Afnca s troubles . Foy also urged.
Edinburgh District Council and st udents to keep up . pressure
agreed to forward the nomination agamS! Apartheid and said that he
on their behalf, following consul- S!JII hoped to have Mandela ma.d e
talion with the Edinburgh Anti- anHo~orary Pres1dentofEUS~ .
Apartheid movement.
David Clark, E_xternal Affairs
At a meeting of the General convener and_ chairperson of the
Purposes Committee of the Dis- ;.'nti-Apanheid ,, Society, was
trict Council, the decision to
hi~hly dehg'hted with the nom1nominate Mr Mandela was
nation which he mterpreted as "a·
approved by 8 votes to 4.
noble gesture in the "'.inning of
Although the fi nal decision rests peace ,, and eq_uahty m South
with the full concil the endorse- Afnca · He beheved the nommament of Mr Mandela has been
t1on was 1ustJf1ed on the grounds
·b d
"
f
t·t ,,
that because the South Afncan
G
·
descn e as a mere orma I y .
A draft submission forwarded 10
overnment was so uniust, an_dy
p f A
cl
'b d. h . means of its overthrow was leg1llro :
n Oe~~n escn e I e · mate. He noted that in World War
nommee as arguably the most
II th All' h d b
II d
famous prisoner of conscience"
e . ies a. een compe e
and went on to say that his conto use violence m order to defeat
tinued imprisonment present a
Fascism _and .bnn~ about world
challenge to the. South African
peace. Likewise vJOlence _may ..be EUSA President Mike Devlin looks pensive at Monday's General MeetGovernment's
necessary m
to mg.
.
1t must have been fimger-l~cking good! For full reports, and more
theid .
PolicY of A Parove_rthrow
theSoul~
fascismAfnca,
of Apar.
.
theid"
pictures, turn to page 2.
The mmonty vote on the Gen- - - · ----------------------------------era!
Purposes
Committee
opposed the nomination, challenging the contention that Mr
Mandela was a man of peace and
condemning his refusal to
denounce violence.
Pre-University
Conference the weekend . Students' Associa- demnation of the committee's
When Student put this criticism
Director Simon Morgan has been tion President Mike Devlin for- decision and attacked the whole
to Professor Anderson he
sacked, as a result of a dramatic mally proposed Morgan 's sacking SRC structure in general.
"The decision was definitely
defended his nomination saying
decision by the SRC Transition and was seconded by Deputy
"_Mr Mandela is a great symboli~
Committee, on the grounds of President Harry Elwin. The Pre- political," he said. "I am an active
University Conference takes member of the Federation of Configure - a man around whom
gross neglect of duty.
pea~e and stability could be
Morgan , who is an SRC Law place over the Easter vacation and servative Students and they knew
achieved." To Professor Ander- · .rep and Vice-Chairman of the Uni is designed to introduce prospec- that when I was appointed. I think
versity's Conservative Associa- tive Edinburgh students to the the SRC's a sham and not an
son, a lasting, just settlement to
adequate representative body."
tion, is also to be the subject of a University.
South Africa's problems would a
Speaking to Student shortly
Morgan reckons his work so far
more valuable · contriubtion to recall motion as a result of his conafter his sacking, Morgan , who towards the 1986 Pre-University
~eace than the simple denuncia-· 'tinued boycott of SRC duties.
hon of violence.
·
Details of the -Transition Com- was not at Thursday's meeting , Conference has been · more than
mittee's
decision emerged over remained vehe111ent in his _con- adequate. Answering aUegations
This latest attack on Apartheid
of neglect, he said simply: "I was
fully committed to organising a
successful conference."

Nelson Mandela, who's
didature for Rector last
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In the news ...

Michael Wood

Director Morgari sacked

The Government's current
tre~d for hasty resignations following surprise revelations was
adopted by a Glasgow University
~ludent union when a member of
•ts. ~ard resigned following a
strippmg incident.
beQuee~- ;Margaret Union has
en cnttc1sed in the past for its
controversial attitude to the
exp!
· · of women. However,
th oitatton
e tables were turned when at a
recent QMU staff party, se~eral
:en were forcibly stripped. The
_cident seems to have been taken
w;ih a pinch of salt by the majority
0
students; the student newsb~er,. the Glasgow University
ard1 an, published a photo~raph of two of the victims wearing little more than a garland of
flowers. The negatives were

offered to whoever invented the
best caption for the photograph·
Qu_een Margaret Union Board
Member,
Maria
Mclnneny
reacted more seriously. She saw
the · incident as one of "sexual
harassment" and, when her

In the most forceful and vehement of denunications, the former
Director stated: "When you're
dealing with the scum involved
with the SRC, it's only to be
expected that some underhand
action, with political motivation.
would take place. The whole fuss
is a furore about nothing . Totally
unreasonable and irrational. "
Having now described sacking
motion proposers Mike Devlin
and Harry Elwin as "Marxists",
Simon Morgan went on to say that
he had no intention of going to
any more SRC meetings . He did
say, though , that the "only reason
he would go to an SRC meeting"
would be . "to bugger Robbie
Foy".
He dismissed the
imminent recall motion as some1hing "people will laugh at".
Devin Scobie
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• SRC motion of regret for Rector defeated

Apathy greets GM at Pollock
Unusually, Monday's General Meeting was held 'in the Pollock Sports Hall, but despite
being located in the biggest student residence in the University, less than 200 people turned up.
The GM, which effectively launched EUSA's Education Action Week, featured two guest
speakers, and three motions (on student benefit cuts, higher education and the teachers' dispute) which were unopposed, albeit inquorately. A fourth, on motion of regret against
. Archie Macphe~n was defeated by 75 votes to 69.

a

EUSACO
ACCOUNTS
The General Meeting began
with the presentation of the
accounts of EUSACO by the Students' Association Treasurer,
Donald Pollock.

EUSACO is a limited company
set up by the Students' Association (EUSA) in 1983 "to generate
income for the Association"
through the operation of a travel

liberate policy by the Government to limit participation in
higher education", and that "in
the long term, the Government
still aims to introduce a loans
scheme".

The passing of the motion reaffirms the Students' Association's
opposition to the Government's
education policy and its "active
support for a free education system which meets the demands of
those who could benefit from it,

Alan Smart, the man behind the Mike.

agency, the Edinburgh Travel
Centre. The company operates
three shops in Edinburgh Bristo Square, Rose Street and
South Clerk Street, together with
a Staff Travel Centre in the Students' Association offices.
The
presentation
of
EUSACO's accounts follows confusion and controveorsy at the
Annual General Meeting of
EUSA last term, when complaints
were made that the information
provided for students was
inadequate.
Outlining the accounts, Donald
Pollock
emphasised
that
"EUSACO remains totally in the
control of students. He said that
although EUSACO had made a
loss of £62,163 last year, steps had
been taken to improve this situation.
Gary Duncan

BENEFIT CUTS
. A motio~ reaffirming the opposition or Edmburgb University students to the Government's education policy was passed inquorately, but without dissent, at the
General Meeting.

E~e motion, proposed by
A Secretary Robbie Foy and
SRC Accommodation Convener
Iaio Catto, outlined the financial
problems faced by students and
claimed that such problems would
"discourage those from low
income backgrounds from entering higher education". It also
stated that this was part of a "de-

TEACHERS
DISPUTE
With no direct negative, the second motion on the teachers' dispute was passed without a vote.

The motion resolved that
EUSA should represent the students in supporting the teachers'
campaign in pursuit of an independent pa9 review. It acknowledged the deterioration of the
teachers' pay and working conditions as a result of the Conservative Government's policy. It saw
· this as being detrimental to education and consequently to society
as a whole.
The guest speaker for the
motion, Mr Simon Macaulay, a
field officer of the Educational
Institute of Scotland, stressed that
the quality of the education system must be maintained and
restored. He said that in Scotland
there would be "no going back in
the present campaign" for a "just
solution" to the dispute.
Don McCorquodale, proposer
of the motion, said that he
believed that students, as consum-

Photo: Dave Yarrow

without any restriction imposed
by background".
·
The motion was amended to
take into account the possibility
that students may have to pay
£200 per year Poll Tax when the
Government implements its plans
for rates reform in Scotland.
Speaking on !he motion, Robbie Foy expressed his disappointment that the meeting was inquorate. In a well-received speech, Mr
Foy criticised the Government for
not treating students as "independent young adults". He then outlined the Government's actions
on student grants: a 17 per cent
cut in the real value of student
grants sil)ce 1979; a 3 per cent cut
in real terms this year; and a £45
million reduction in social security
provisions for students next year.
Alan Smart, the President of
the National Union of Students
(Scotland), was then invited to
speak on ' the motion. He
described the Government's student finance plans as "one of the
most cynical and disgusting that
they (had) announced for any
group in htis society". He
emphasised the fall in the real
value of grants and the fact that
, parental contributions to grants
had increased by 170 per cent
since 1979. He said that students
"were 'not looking for special
treatment", but that they were
"trying to maintain a second-class
'status" as citizens.
Gary Duncan

ers of education, must recognise
the teachers' case and support
their action. Mr McCorquodale,
who is also the Societies' Convener, told Student that the idea
behind the motion was to bring
the teachers' campaign to the
attention of students, as he felt
that " many students don't understand the issues at stake".

described the motion, proposed
by himself and seconded by
Cheow-Lay Wee, as "a motion
about your lives. It is exclusive to
you."
He claimed that the cuts would
mean downgrading of university
facilities, and that this in turn
would mean that the University
had been required to "lower its
standards". The first time , he
said, had been under the Tory
Government in 1981.
Citing cuts of 10 per cent in
·university funding over five
years, Mr Devlin said that these
would cause "serious da mage to
the institution" and assessed the
situation as one in which the University must choose either to
accept or reject the cuts.
Rejection , he said, would lead
to "hardship, bankruptcy and possible closure" of the University.
Acceptance would mean that
retiring staff would not be
replaced, and that there would be
serious under-funding of libraries ,
services and research.
He concluded that this was a
question of more than just grants,
but rather one of "the existence
and maintenance of a reasonable
srstem of higher education

RECTOR
REGRET
The fourth motion attracted
most interest among the audience.
In it, the SRC voted. their dissatisfaction at the decision or the
Rector, Mr Archie MacPherson,
not to sign a letter sent by EUSA
condemning Glasgow Rangers'
''sectarian signing policy".

The motion expressed the
belief that the initial request to Mr
MacPherson had been a reasonable one, and resolved to convey
their regret and repeat the
.request.
This motion was the only one to
provoke a direct negative , from
former EUSA Honorary Secretary Mike Conway. Mr MacPherson himself was in Israel to commentate on the Israel-Scotland
football match.
In a very brief proposal of the
motion, Harry Elwin (on behalfof
the SRC) made a point of not disc.':'ssing Rangers' policy ,
In opposing the motion, MikeConway denied any ~eciarian
interest but claimed that the original request to Mr MacPherson
had not been based on a democratic decision.
In summing up , Harry Elwin
stated that Mr MacPherson had
been asked to sign , and had
refused, and that the motion was
just to express regret. The motion
was defeated by 75 votes to 69.
Afterwards , the proposer of the
original motion, David Duncan,
told Student that he was in a sense
disappointed because , despite all
that had been said , he felt that the
real point was condemnation of
Rangers. He stressed that the
Rector's involvement was not the
reason for his disappointment.
He also said that the letter
would now be sent with only Mike
Devlin's signature, and that he
regarded this as an achievement,
describing it as "another straw on
the camel's back of sectarianism".
Jenny Dunn

Xiao-Shu Meng

IDGHER
EDUCATION
CUTS
Deputy President Harry Elwin
took over the chair while Mike
Devlin spoke upon the subject or
Higher Education. The motion
which was unopposed, noted th;
under-funding of Higher Education and resolved that the President should "write to the Secretary
of State for Education" and to support any future campaigns which
oppose Higher Education cuts.

In his address, Mr Devlin

International weak
The main event of this year's
International Week, to be held
between 8th and 15th of February,
will be the official renaming of the
Mandela Centre. Mr Denis·
Goldberg who spent twenty years
in prison with nelson Mandela has
been invited to take part in the
ceremony. External Convener
David Clark hopes another
member or the African National
Congress will stand in for the occasion if Mr Goldberg cannot attend.

International Week starts on
the 8th February pnd has now
become an established event for
the University . David Clark aims
to involve more people in the
events this year. One of the most
controversial events of the week is
likely to be the proposed debate
on the crisis in the Middle East,
with guest speakers from the
Palestinian Liberation Organsia-

tion. However Mr Clark did not
forsee any problems with the
debate.
Although International Week.
cannot ignore the political aims of
organsiations,
including
the
ANC and PLO, David Clark
wants to counter-balance this with
more cultural events in the week.
To include a wide variety of
interests, each day will concentrate on different cultural areas.
Starting with Europe, the week
will go on to cover the Middle
East, Latin America, Africa and
Asia.
· An AGM motion last term
twinned Edinburgh University's
Students' Association with the
African
National
Congress
SOMAFCO school in Tanzania.
Some of the funds raised from the
week will be sent to the school set
up for exiles from South Africa.
Lorraine Telford

Principals
attack Tories

Lecturers given
increased pay offer

Following the first ever strike
by the AUT, university lecturers
have been offered an increased
offer of 49 per cent (0.9 per cent
up on their previous offer). This is
·still well below the level of infla'tion and is currently under consid( il..:I I \ 11 \1 1 1 !-.'.
·eration.
The A UT have never wished to ·
link their action to pay demands.
The campaign has much broader
aims and hopes to highlight the
effects of government cuts in
The document, titled The
higher education as a whole.
Future of the Universities and pubDr Glenys Davis, ' honorary
J 1 1 i •)ii :-' i i) 1 I
\ I [1 l\
lished last Thursday, is a detailed,
secretary of the AUT at Edincritique of Sir Keith Joseph's,
burgh University, said that the
on· student maintenance , the· strike had received much support
proposals for the rationalisation
report claims that the Govern- ,at the University, and that pickets
of higher education.
'Phe CVCP chairman, Mr ment has allowed the real value of had occupied 12 venues. Judging
Maurice · Shock, said that "the grants to fall by about 12 per cent by the numbers of students who
Government asks for more and ,since 1979, and that only about converged on the National Libmore , but thinks it can provide half of students receive the full
Jess and less without adulterating parental contribution.
"Students suffer real hardship
the quality of what is produced".
and are being discouraged from
He added that "higher education
is not a luxury . In this country it is entering higher education," the
report comments .
now in jeopardy."
•
"By abandoning its promised
The report refers to the Green
Paper as having taken a "blin- review of the student support system, the Government has failed to
kered view" and having "failed to
address the problem and should
address itself adequately to the
now face its responsibilities." The
'scale of the problems which we
CVCP suggests that if the Govface".
ernment is not prepared to reform
Meanwhile , Dr Tom Johnston,
Student services look set to be
the existing grants system, "it the most likely victims to compenPrincipal of Heriot-Watt Univershould introduce a loans sytem sate for government cuts in Unisity, has also commented that " the
unrelated to parental income to ,versity funding. Over the next five
Government has become mestop up the basic grant".
merised by 'value for money' as an
years the University will have to
• The CVCP's report's support take a 2 per cent cut in its annual
end in itself. It has lost sight of the
for student unions is likely to add grant - or face the possibility of
case for investing in people as the
considerable weight to EUSA's: bankruptcy. In practice this
most valuable objective a Govown response to the Green Paper means that each year £15,000 will
ernment can support. "
As well as condemning Govern- .on higher education, which is to have to be saved.
•
ment proposals for the univer- 'be launched at a press conference
At the moment the University
in
Edinburgh
tomorrow.
sities themselves, the report
is deciding exactly where this
The EUSA Sabbatical office- money can be saved. One possistrongly defends student unions
holders
have
combined
with
those
and calls fo r an adequate level of
bility would be staff redundanfrom other Scottish universities to cies, but Edinburgh already has ·
student maintenance. It notes that
produce a substantial reply to the an inadequate student-lecturer
all registe red students are memGovernment, entitled The Case ratio. If staff did pay for the cuts,
bers of student unions "and this
for Student Unionism. It aims to it would almost certainly lead to a
should continue to be the case. It
counter Government claims that fall in the number of students
ensures the widest possible electosome student unions are unde- attending Edinburgh University.
rate and the likelihood of a good
mocratic , wasteful, irresponsible Instead it seems probable that the
choice of candidates for union
and contain too many sabbaticals . saving will be made in student ser.offices. "
Alastair Dalton vices.
_In addition , the CVCP expres-·

A strong defence of the university system, and a scathing
attack
on
Government
policies that it sees as undermining this was made in the'
University Committee of ·
Vice-Chancellors and Principals (CVCP) response to the '
current Green · Paper on
Higher Education.

ses concern for protecting free·dom of speech at universities and·
cites student unions as impo~tant
_organisations for ensuring this . .

L')\ ·\

.... E ?
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rary to the consternation of the
servitors, the library pickets were
generally successful. Though
most students do not have lectures
on a Wednesday afternoon, the
strike did seriously disrupt a
number of faculty meetings.
The Scottish representative of
the AUT, Mr David Bleiman ,
also declared himself satisfied
with the results of the strike. He
emphasised the fact that the strike
was part of a larger campaign
against cuts in higher edcuation,
and that a wide range of activities
were being planned to bring the
full extent and implications of the
government's policy home to the
public. The Scottish AUT is particularly concerned by the need to
widen access to higher education
in Scotland.

The strike is thus to be seen in a
wider context than that of a pay
dispute. Even if an agreement of
salaries is reached , the AUT will
,continue their campaign. The
December
ballot
which
authorise,d industrial action,
-allowed for two days of strikes. ·
The AUT has still , therefore , a
strike in hand . A spokesman for
the AUT in London explained
that the strike was only the start of
action which hoped to concentrate on lobbying MPs , and which
would include a mass rally sometime in May. The AUT feels it
must forcoefully point out the
consequences of cuts in higher
education, a sentiment also felt by
non-academic bodies such as the
CBI.

Student
services
suffer

"Naive'' claim over
education report
The Scottish Education College
Lecturers' Association has sent all
Scottish MPs their initial response
to the Scottish Tertiary Education
Advisory Council's report on
higher education, claiming that it
-reveals inconsistencies. "Naive
and unwarranted" is how they
.have described the report's proposals to axe three Scottish education colleges.
The STEAC report rejected
more radical plans for the colleges, such as integrating them
with universities or central institut!ons, favouring instead their continuation on a smaller scale with a
specialist role. They believed the
only way of retaining this was to
cut the existing seven colleges to
four . One· of these would be
denominational.
Concerning education colleges ,
ALCES accuses the report of
praising standards and then lookmg for "excuses for the recommendation of closure".
The problem arises over falling
numbers of pre-service students
Which is predicted to peak at 5 ,_000

in the next decade. However , the
·ALCES response accuses the
report of neglecting the importance of in,service training with
25,000 students. As ALCES
points out, the STEAC repo_rt
itself predicts the latter will
increase
in significance
in
response to new tech[!ology.
. More centralised institutions
would make it harder for in-service students to attend, claims
ALCES . Furthermore, it questions the savings such a proposal
would make. Mr James Scott, secretary of the SED, is quoted in the
ALCES response. He outlines the
fact that centralisation of teaching
education would means costs, as
well as savings~ with travel
expenses and away from home
grants.

EX-UUF activist David Hamilton speaking last weekend al Pollock
Halls. Mr Hamilton is a reborn Christian who was speaking at a series
of Christian meetings with Liam McCluskey, an ex-IRA activist and
hunger striker. Both will be speaking today (Thursday) at l pm in the
George Square Theatre.

:r )'
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EUSA President Mike Devlin
regretted the need for any _cut- .
backs in student facilities, but was
particularly concerned to protect
the Student Advisory Service. He
believes the service is already
stretched for resources and exists
as one of the most useful to students. He had asked University
Secretary Alex Currie to ensure
that the Student Advisory Service
would at least be safe-guarded.
Concerning other University
ALCES
concludes
that services, including the Careers
STEAC's proposals are based on Service and the Accommodation
"simplistic assertion" and at th_e . Service. Mike Devlin speculated
moment there is no reliable basis that after studying the accounts it
for questioning the present sys- could well be the Student Accomtem's efficiency or cost effective- modation Service who will have to _
ness.
pay for the two per cent.
Laura Kibby
Lorraine Telford.

Burnett
to retire

Edinburgh University Principal
Dr John Burnett announced this
week that he would be retiring in
18 months' time. Dr Burnett has
been Principal and Vice-Chancellor of the Univesity since 1979, and
he made his retiral announcement
iit the form of a letter to the University Court on Monda)'.,

· lbr1an
drumm
Requires models
for haircutting
on
• Sunday 9th
February
• Sunday 15th
March
Call in or 'phone
for appointment
37 George Street
2252760
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Only bad news

Classic looks
Last Wednesday,
Michael
Wood of the BBC was the guest
speaker at a meeting of Edinburgh
University's Historical Society . He
gave an entertaining lecture,
punctuated with witticisms and
projector failures, on the correla·
tion between Greek mythology
and history. His research into this
area has shown that much of
Homer's Uliad could well be historically accurate. Indeed, it was
his personal interest in this sphere
which prompted his last TV series,
The Trojan Horse.
Following the success of this,
and his first series, the Dark Ages,
Michael Wood is currently working on The Doomsday Project,
due to appear in November; a
sociological as well as historical
account of life 900 years after William the Conqueror .
Michael Wood joined the BBC
whilst reading for his DPhil at
Oxford. Initially, he worked on
current affairs unti l he was given
the chance to sound o ut some of
his ideas fo r the sort of historical
series he has si nce produced .
Television, he feels, is an excellent medium for the popularisation of histo ry; although it is
sometimes difficult to combine
historical argume nt with ively
television. Nonetheless, series
such as The Trojan Horse ensure
that history is brought out from
behind the intellectual curtain .
His appearance on Wogan
three weeks ago may have

Between 300 and 500 students the protest". Charges of disturbgathered outside the South Afrimg the peace are expected to totlow.
can consulate in Glasgow in appal·
Mr Smart hopes that a student
ling weather last Wednesday to
presence will be maintained outprotest against the banning by the
South African Government of the side the South African consulate
along with members of Scottish
main student union - the Congress of South African Students A nti-Apartheid every Friday
night right up until the summer
(COSAS).
Mr Alan Smart , President of vacation.
the National Union of Students
In addition, a national collec(Scotland) , described the protest , tion day organised by the NUS wll
which was carried out in conjunc- be held on 27th February to raise
tion with Scottish Anti-Apar- money for Scottish Anti-Apartheid , as "very successful ". "The theid, which , Mr Smart said, is on
turnout was very good indeed, the verge of bankruptcy. .
He also praised Edinburgh
especially
ocnside ring
the
U niversity for its decision to
weather conditions," he said .
Commenting on the eight re name the Student Centre the
arrests which took place when Mandela Centre. "This sort of
demonstrators moved on to pro- action can only do good. More
test outside a branch of Barclays and more colleges and universities
. Bank nearby, he said that this was are deciding to use this as a form
"the only unfortunate aspect of of protest."
Guy_Fisher

One woman war
Worth looking into . . . .
enhanced his ''sexy lecturer"
image, but this is something he
takes lightheartedly. Although he
did agree with A lex Currie, the
secretary of Edinburgh University, ':"ho told the Observer that he

A first year medical student at
Edinburgh University has become
involved in a one-woman campaign against the low level of government fundi_ng for medical stuPhoto:Craig McNicol
dents.
Katherine
Alcock,
from
believed British lecturers ought to
Leamington Spa in Warwickshire ,
improve their frumpy image.
has taken issue with her local eduPerhaps he'll be the first to create
cation authority over equipment
a trend of "Harrison Ford" style
lecturers this side of the Atlantic? _ grants, for which students studying medicine are e ligible.
Sally Burlton
In a letter to The Times , Ms
Alcock alleged that the Warwickshire authority was alone in refusing to give students an equipment
a broad assessment including voc- grant because they receive no
ational courses and work experi- maintenance grant from them.
"Those from other counties in
ence .
Perhaps not surprisingly, the England and Wales, on the whole
docume nt received a cool recep- receive an equipment grant
tion from the Tories. Labour's regardless of their actual grant,"
educational record 1974-9 was the letter said.
Apart from The Times , Ms
attacked by Bob Dunn, Under
Secretary of Education , on the Alcock has since involved the
grounds that they "did nothing local . newspaper, the County
about training young people, council , and the local Conservanothing to open up educational tive MP, Dudley Smith , on her
case.
opportunities throughout life,
A spokesperson for Warwicknothing to increase the number of :
studenJs in science and technol- shire's Education A uthority this
week refuted the claims made by
ogy".
Ms Alcock. Warwickshire was not
Jenny Dunn operating an indivi dual policy, he

Labour for more education
A new Labour Party policy
deocument published last week
includes plans under which a
wider variety of people would be
able to take up the opportunity of
a place in further or higher education .
The document, Higher Education Throughout Life, includes a
proposal to modify current university -and college entrance
requirements. Thus, the traditi?nal qualification, the A-level ,
will cease to be the major key to
entry.
Aimed especially at the working classes and at mature students,
the policy statement suggests that

institutions which do not create a
sufficient shift in emphasis on students will lose funding.
In addition , a future Labour
government would, according to
Shadow Education spokesman
Giles Radice, reverse current
Tory policy on education cuts
investing ~00 million in colleges'.
polytechmcs and universities in
the decade 1990-2000.
Other points raised include a
proposal for altering the curriculum and also the examination
system. The latter would be based
upon continuous assessment
rather than exams up to the age of
16, and A-levels would be part of

Graduate
shortages
The Government has been
criticised for "severely underestimating" the numbers of
graduates that industry , commerce and other employment
areas will demand at the end of
the century.
According to the Standing conference
of
Employers
of
Graduates , by 1990 there will be a
shortage of between 6,000 and
9,000 graduates, if future governments follow forecasts set out by
the Green Paper on development
of higher education.
However, this shortage could
come sooner than expected.
UCCA's recently released appli'cation numbers show that up to
December 1st, there was a total
drop in applications of 6.5 per
cent.
And, although in the final
fonnight before the UCCA deadline, nearly 44,000 applications
were received , 3,500 more than in
the corre~ponding fortnight last

year , there is still a drop of about
3 per cent.
Mr Michael Hiscock , head of
applications at UCCA , said there
had been a good deal of alarm at
early forecasts, but praised
schools for doing a "remarkably
good job" in meeting the deadline
in the face of political difficulties.
, Computer Studies, maths and
civil engineering show the biggest
drops in application numbers with
accountancy , law and economics
increasing in interest.
In their final response to the
Green Paper, the conference
commented: "We do not accept
,that the size of the higher education sector should be g_eared simply to the demand for places. We
believe that our most important
objective should be the develop- ment of a flexible, adaptable,
innovative workforce, and this
means that demand for graduates
. will increase."
Prue Jeffreys.

said.
Nor did it stop considerations
for equipment grants on the basis
that a student received no maintenance grant from the authority.
"If the parental contribution to
the student exceeds the level of
the maintenance grant (£1,830)
and the equipment grant £90)
combined , then nothing at all is
awarded. However , should the
parental contribution fall between
£1,830 and £1,920 we would fund
the difference ."
At a meeting of West Midland
Education Authorities and DHSS
officials in November this policy
was apparently confirmed by all
present. Inquiries to the Scottish
Education Department revealed
that they, too, operate a similar
system.
None of thise, however, has
consoled Ms Alcock. "I'm very
annoyed that some who don't get
a grant receive money for equipment while others, like myself, do
not."
At the moment she has to wait
for a response from the Department of Education and Science to
whom the letter to her MP has
been referred.
Michael Moore

Council communication
Edinburgh District Council this
week launched an impressive new
newspaper in an effort to create "a
new link between council and citizens".
Produced by journalists within
the Department of Public Relations and Tourism, District Coun- ·
cil News should be published every
five weeks. As the first official District Council newspaper, press
officer and project co-ordinator,
Bill Ray, explained that the paper
is published to ''provide information about what the council is
doing".
The paper has an initial print
run ot 6,000 and is intended to
function as an additional channel
of communication between the
local authority and Interested citizens, rather than simply as a council propaganda sheet.
Issue Two is expected around the
5th March and should · contain
more news and features than the
first copy.
Deyin Scobie

Council
Will

Looking ahead to new financial year
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.M Ps fight rectorship
The election for the office of
Rector of Dundee University will
take place on 7th Februar~ with
Labour MP Tam Dalyell; Liberal
MP Malcom Bruce, ex-SNPMP
Andrew
Welsh
and
local
businessman Graham Phillip
standing.
Glamour model , television personality and ex-Penthouse Playmate Samantha Fox declined to
stand. Dundee University students expressed "disappointment" at her decision not to stand,.
saying she has "two outstandmg
assets for the job" .
Labour MP fo r Linlithgow,
Tam Dalyell, will b~ standing _
under the slogan "Tam's Your
Man ". Well known for his prominent part in criticising the government's handling of the Belgrano
sinking and the ongoing Westland
affair, Mr Dalyell is , in the words
of his campaign committee, "one
of Scotland's political giants" . If

e lected , Mr Dalye ll is pledged to
be working Rector and fight gove rnment cuts.
Malcolm Bruce is Liberal MP
for Gordon in West Aberdeenshire. As well as being Liberal
spokesman on energy, Mr Bruce
is a member of the All-Party Committee Against Government Cuts
in Education. Speaking to Student
this week, Mr Bruce stressed his
local links , having graduated from
Dundee in 1966. Malcolm Bruce
mentioned he had campaigned for
the creation of the office of Rector
in Dundee when it split from St
Andrew's University.
Andrew Welsh, former SNP
MP for Angus South, is presently
a lecturer at a local college. Supporters cite his experience of both
local and national government
and on the University Court. He
·stresses he will be able to "spend
considerable time representing
the students".

.ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
If you wish to advertise accommodation; if you need accommod~tion· or if you have any other small advertisements, hand them m
to Student at 48 The Pleasance, or put them in the red Student
boxes around the Unions.

Single room (£16 per week) available for summer term ; central
area; Tel 6681967.

Uraham Ph_i-lip is the ex-man-.
ager of the Tab Bar and present
proprietor of the Tavern. Nominated by members of the Dundee
Dentistry Faculty, he expresses
no party affi li ation.
Despite extensive leafletting
the campaign was described as
"low-key" by Sen ior Vice-President Jonathan Lucas.
Ian Robertson

Shared room for two females
(£74.50 per month) immediate
occupation; 2 Parkside Terrace;
667 8733.
Double room (£18 per person plus
bills) for 2 non-smoking females;
14 Roxburgh Street ; 556 7911.

Violence free science
A call for action by students all
dent. "We no whope large student
over Britain was made by the ·bodies such as Edinburgh will
National Anti-Vivisection Society
adopt it as policy."
in support of their Violence Free
Though EUSA have as yet no
Science campaign launched last
plans to make the campaign's
week.
charter a matter of policy, Donald ..
The aim of the campaign is ,
Pollock assured Student that they
would certainly back up any stuaccording to its organiser Lorraine Walker, to secure for student thrown off their course for
dents the right to refuse to particirefusing to participate in animal
pate in practical experiments on . experiments. However , the camanimals
without
incurring
paign has received the . full
endorsement of the National
academic penalties.
Union of Students.
"These .rights are enshrined in
the students' charter we have
The organisers of the ca!°l?aign
drawn up," Ms Walker told Stu-. ~ite evidence that .in 1984, 1,166

Shared double room for ' female
(£20 per week) 48 East Claremont
Street ; central heating ; avai lable
immediately; 556 7121 (after 6
pm).

experiments were carried out on
animals in British universities
purely to demonstrate known
facts. Habit a nd tradition are,
they claim, the main reasons that
professors entrenched in the "anima! method " often fai l to enlist
more humane alternatives.
Science lecturers at Edinburgh
maintain that experiments involving animals are at. a· ,'.'v,'iai'
mm,mum " ana aeny me poss1011ity that they would realistically be
replaced by other methods.
Ross Parsons

Single room (£30 per week , no
bills)
preferably
female;6
Madeira Place, Leith; central
heating; 339 7426.

Single room (£90 per month) non·
smoker; Tollcross area; 226 2517.
Double room/place in anot her
double room (£65 per month plus
bills) central area; ava ilable from
now; 229 4425.
Large double room (£20 per week)
10 Claremont Cresce nt ; cen tral
heating; 5561929.
Single room (£86 per month) 13
Sponiswoode Road; avai lable
from I February; 447 405 1 (after 5
pm).

SMALL
ADDS
The Festival Ball in aid of the
Edinburgh International Festival.
at the North British Hote l 6th
March . "Scintillating fun ". Contact 12 James Street ; Portobello
-669 2836.

Small single room (£25 per week
plus bills) spacious modernised ·
I would like to hear from anyone
flat overlooking Meadows George Square, 5 minute walk ; who might be interested in the formation of a society to examine .
male or female; 667 0800.
review, explore , and discuss
Large room (£65 per month plus topics in the field of philosophy.
bills) for male; 54 Dudley Gar- morals etc. See: a. P. Davie
(Room FGOI, Cowan House. Poldens , Trinity; 554 81_29.
lock).

ADVERTbll',u

TOTAL
PRIZE-MO.N EV OF
£300
Twelve prizes of

-

£25 to be won!
WHV£300?

Because since 1979 the real value of
the grant has declined by over 17%,
ie £300.

AND
NEXT VEAR.

• •

Another £70 will effectively be cut
from the full grant. Worse still, students will lose hundreds of pounds
eachin social security cuts.

Lottery 300 draws
around the Unions
this Friday

HOWTOENTER
LOTTERY300
1.

Write a letter to your local Edinburgh MP expressing your concern about cuts in higher education.
2. Exchange the letter for a free lottery ticket at one of our information desks around the campus.
3. Remember - the more people
you write to the more tickets you
receive! However, if you are writing to an MP or Government
Minister outside of Edinburgh
then please give us a 12 pence for
a stemp and we'll post the letter.
4. Results of the draw -to be
announced around the unions
this Friday night. (By th_e way,
you don't have to be present at
the draw to win - but it helps!)

1o pm - Pleasance and
Mandela Centre
11 pm - Chambers St
and Teviot Row
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Women's Officer confusion
. cleared

Established in 1889

published by EUSPB.

Good meeting, but
apathy remains
The decision to hold Monday's EUSA General Meeting at
Pollock proved to be popular insofar as there was a twothirds increase in the numbers attending this GM
compared to the equivalent meeting in the McEwan Hall
. last year. The Sports Hall was a warm venue, with good
acoustics - not unimportant factors in contributing to
the success of a meeting.
The meeting was fairly successful. Valid speeches were
made by people such as NUS Scotland President Alan
Smart and our own Mike Devlin. Only at the end did it
fall into its usual state of bickering over constitutional
points, and there are good reasons for thinking that that
was the deliberate aim of some students whose political
sympathies lie much nearer Sir Keith Joseph than most
other people at the meeting, or at the University
Yet only around I per cent of the students at this
university attended the General Meeting, despite the fact
that 20 per cent of the University's students live within
yards of Monday's venue. It seems that nothing can be
done to entice people away from Coronation Street or
their essay on Christendom and the Crusades, or
whatever.
At the moment student discussion and student protest
are hindered by the lack of immediacy - . all these cuts
won't happen tomorrow, and tomorrow is when the next
essay, or the next practical, is due. Nobody ca,n offer a
magic solution to apathy. It is a perennial problem to
which countless sabbatical candidates have tried to offer
solutions, but apart from the occasional outflowing of
interest on issues like the miners' strik~ and Rangers
Football club, it appears to be the case that apathy
abounds.
The Week of Action on Education is still going on, and
it is to be hoped that it stirs up some interest in educational
issues. ht the end, however, only students as individuals
can make their views felt. At Edinburgh University, the
silent majority appears to number almost ten thousand if
the General Meeting is anything to go by. It is up to each
of those people to decide whether the future of education
is enough to merit their attention. At the moment, there
are grounds for thinking that many of those people have
bigger priorities. One day things may change.

48, The Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8 9TJ
Tel. 0315581117 Ext. 0, 8, or 9
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the Welfare Committee, and a
group of interested people agreed
to make investigations. We conducted a survey amongst our own
students, contacted Women's
Officers at other academic institutions, and consulted publications
by such bodies as the Association
of University Teachers (AUT)
and the Equal Opportunities
Commission. This drew attention
to a number of areas - including
child care provision and sex discrimination by employers coming
on recruitment visits. Far from
ignoring these issues , the working
party feels that, because of their
diversity , they can be better channelled through the existing EUSA
structure (by referral to the relevant SRC subcommittee - accommodation , community affairs ,
education, external, transition
and welfare) , rather than being
dealt with by one person in the
capacity of Women's Officer.
Despite tne extensive research
done by the working party , certain people feel unable to accept
its recommendations. The point

Low "misleading"
Dear Student,
In his motion before the King's
Buildings Union General Meeting
tooday (30th January '86), Murray Low accuses the science students' Executive of misleading
students at KB. Having read your
report of his comments I believe it
is rather Mr Low who is misleading.
First of all , and most importantly , it is NOT true that a
referendum on whether KBU
,hould join EUSA would hold up
any renovation to the kitchens.
Mr Low knows this as it was
explained to him at the Science
Council meeting on the 9th
January . KBU can apply for plan· ning permission now. Even if
EUSA and KBU do join the planning permission is still valid and
·since EUSA will want to carry out
the same structural changes as
KBU the building work can go
ahead .
Secondly, in claiming KBU can
run a viable service he is misleading students. KBU used to run the
catering in the Union up to ten
years ago, but had to give it up as
they could not afford to run it. I
have also been told by a member
of the KBU House Committee
that they had looked into the possibility of running the catering and
had decided KBU could not
afford it.
I do not understand how he can
accuse us of having acted undemocratically since all we are asking for is a referendum on the
issue. It is he who would like to
prevent people expressing their
opinion on this issue and he who is
happy that KBU should make

important decisions about the
future of their services without
consulting students.
To accuse us , as he does in the
motion , of acting behind the
backs of the KB U Committee is
ludicrous. At least one member of
the KBU House Committee has
attended every meeting , except
one early in first term , of the Science Council Executive and several House Committee members
have attended the Science Council meetings when the issue was
first raised.
Finally, who is acting in the best
interests of members of KBU is a
peronal opinion. Mine is that the
best interests of KBU members
.are served by bringing the subject
out into the open, by discussing it
fully, and by consulting as many
people as possible. Mr Low's view
is clearly different. It will be up to
KBU members to decide tonight.
Yours sincerely,
Paul Davies,
Science Faculty Convener.

John Henderson
Laura Kibby
Stella Collier
Colin Hancock
Neville Moir

Meetings: Fridays, 1 p.m.

of contention seems, however
not to be whether the problem~
ue relevant , but if the idea behind
a Women's Officer is in itself
sexist. We feel that because these
issues can be de·aJt with
adequately elsewhere, the position of Women's Officer would be
purely nominal. Such token title
is negative discrimination against
female students, and categorises
them as the disadvantaged half of
the university population. Rather
than this , we feel that interest
should be focused on the needs of
the individual student, male or
female , instt;ad of a political expedient.
Obviously the matter is not
closed and we will welcome all
opinions on the subject. Please
address these to members of the
working party (Marion Budd,
Carol Ann Foy, Debbie Geraghy ,
Cathy Presland a_nd Cheow-Lay
Wee) , c/o EUSA Offices, Bristo
Square EH8.
Yours faithfull y,

a

Cathy Pcesland,
Welfare Convener.

Rangers
motion
proposer
responds
Dear Student ,
As the proposer of the original
motion regarding the sectarian
signing policy of Glasgow Rangers Football Club, I am concerned that Mr Archie MacPherson, in a letter to your newspaper,
chose to be critical of my personal
conduct in the matter.
I first became aware of his
views as a result of his latter dated
22nd November 1985 , addressed
to Mr Mike Devlin. On 27th
November 1985 I wrote to Mr
MacPherson, correcting material
inaccuracies and fully explaining
my position. To date I have
received no reply.
Yours faithfully ,
David Duncan

A-A "intimidation"
Dear Student,
I am forced to put pen to paper
once more , as I cannot sit back
and let people like . Dave Clark
pump out their blinkered halftruths without some form of reply
to redress the balance.
The fact that terms like "racist"
and "ignorant" are bandied about
when anybody tries to air a viewpoint on South African affairs
which differs in some respect from
that of the anti-apartheid move-

Map by

Kate Stratton
Alan Young

Dear Editor,
I feel I should clear the confusion surrounding the proposal of a
Women's Officer. Due to some
misunderstandir:ig, Student (16th
January) reported conclusions.
alleged to have been reached by
the Students' Representative
Council concerning this matter.
This is not true ; these conclusions
were reached by a working party
set up to examine the issue at
hand. The working party report
stated that, after lengthy deliberation of all aspects of the case, it did
not seem necessary or practical to
create a position of Women's
Officer. This was then forwarded
to SRC by the Welfare Committee . The reaction of SRC to this
report was mixed , and the working party are continuing discussions. The other recommendations on the report , as tabled in
Student, were received well by
SRC.
Last term Robbie Foy put forward the suggestion that the position of Women's Officer should
be created. This was referred to

Right to strike
greedy but often the deprived and
Dear Student,
needy or the abused and desperIn reply to the letter from ate. Surely it is necessary for
· Thomas Case condemning the "learned" people such as Mr Case
AUT and its industrial action I to ascribe their loyalty to the prinwould contest his opinion that ciples of democracy and freedom ,
" ... the AOT strike this Wednes- rather than to a particular governday hardly increases onfs respect ment.
for them" .
Therefore, instead of parHe indulges himself first in ticipating in patronisation and
petty, manipulative and irrelevan~ condescension, Mr Case should
semantics, then in social and polit- shake off his smug complacency
ical ignorance.
. and wake up to the reality that the
The right to strike is the right of higher educational system in this
the working classes (i.e. those country is threatened by ignorant,
people who work) to withdraw insensitive and shortsighted govtjJ,eir labour, in order to bring to ernment policies which must be
the establishment's attention the corrected, and I support those
fact that their livelihood is - who wish to do so and the manner
threatened.
in which they are proceedings.
Neither is the strike necessarily
Yours faithfully,
the weapon of the selfish and
Jed Kenrick

ment, shows that the anti-apartheid group is just as guilty of
political harassment as those who
disrupt Friends of Palestine meetings ( on the front page of last
week's Student) .
Too many people have
refrained from expressing their
views on South Africa , for fear of
being persecuted by those loudmouthed activists who claim to be
"furthering the cause of peace and
justice in South Africa" .
Unfortunately, democracy is
not yet established in South
Africa. I hope this will happen
one day, but do not think that the
Anti-Apartheid solution to this
problem (immediate majority
rule) would work. The tribal situati.on and present social conditions would mean disaster for
South Africa.
As for learning inore about politics in a climate of "struggle"; the
sectarian violence and polarisation in Northern Ireland has
shown us just what effect "struggle" has on political education . .r
just hope that those who read this
letter prefer to learn their politics
in the library, as mob mentality
tends to prevail in situations of .
"struggle", leaving no room for
objectivity.
Yours sincerely,
Colin Pearson.
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Deeply Hurt
As part of the interest generated by Kiss of The Spiderwo-

man, this past month the Filmhouse has been showing several

LA WREN CE OF ARABIA

other films starring William Hurt. There is still time to catch
Gorky Park this week (see What's On), but those curious to
know more about the man himself must read on.
Whether one sees William Hurt
as a demented genius or just
another arrogant artist, it is difficult to deny that in his film he has
played a series of six widely differing roles with a unique brand of
sensitivity and skill. Last year he
was given the Best Actor A ward
at Cannes, and is now established
as one of America's foremost
actors.
Although born in Washington
DC, his fa ther's job as a Director
of Trust Territories for the State
Departme nt ensured that Hurt's
earliest years were spent in family
travel around the South Pacific.
His parents divorced, but even so,
holidays still stretched as far afield
as Africa and Asia. His mother
married again , this time to the
founder of Time Inc, and the ten
year old William found himself
packed off to prep school in Massachussetts.
H owever , inspite of some acting at school , Hurt decided
against ii in favour of a Theology
Maj or at Tufts University, but
dropped o ut after three years to
pursue his acting studies in London. Twelve months later he was
back in New York on the Juillard
acting program which gave the
impetus to a career with roles in
plays ranging from Shaw to
Shakespeare . Certainly, this man
has not lacked an education, especially if, as they say, travel broadens ·the mind . Trouble is, some
are of the opinion that Hurt's

Royal Museum of Scotland
The Royal Museum of Scotland
(Chambers St.) is currently running a series of films and talks at
7 .30 pm every other Thursday,
and this evening (30th) they will be
showing David Lean's Lawrence
of Arabia (1962). Sheiks, stallions
and sandstorms combine to make
a visually exciting and memoirable
story of the remarkable T. E.
Lawrence, hero of the Arab revolt
in 1916.

infatuated lawyer Racine of Body
Heat, Renko the militiaman of
Gorky Park , and Molina , the gentle homosexual fantasist in Kiss of
the Spiderwoman as the work of
the same man . Hurt deliberately
aims at this diversification , or
"physical differentiation " in his
own words. "I prefer physicalisation in my parts. I mean you
shouldn't be able to recognise me,
you should be paying attention to
the movie. "
Such a beiief arises rriainly from
his experience of the theatre, fo r
Hurt sees acting on film or stage as
part of the same process. Each
role is a mask which is brought to
life through the imaginative
efforts of actors and audience. "It
comes out of classical theatre ,"
H urt explains. "You should be
wearing a mask. I am a character
actor. Totally. I've made seven
films now and the frustration has
lain in the fact that . ... people
think of the film as genre work,
and I think of playing a role as
playing a role. So that's what I've
to do, they way I would build a
Jacobean
character
or
a
Elizabethan one, or a Restoration
one, the same thing I would do in
Bod:)1
Heat.
Same
thing,
Importantly ,
Hurt
distinguishes between this imaginative
effort and actually submerging
himself in, or acting out , the
character for the duration of
the time he is working ~n it. "l
don't become other personalities.
I act characters." He is deeply sus-

There are no admission charges,
but ifyou wish to reserve a seat, it
will be kept until ten minutes
before the film , and will cost you
fifty pence. The film will be shown
in the lecture theatre, the entrance
of which is at Lothian St., facing
the Mandela.Centre.
Coming later in February and
M~rch are Tony Richardson'~
Hamlet (1969) aPd the ever popular Chariots of FJre (1981). There
will also be talks on Len Lye the
cartoonist, the Picture Post
magaiine and a "lively look" by
directo. Murray Grigor at Scotch
Myths. For booking 1rrangements
or information on th• programme,
enquin at the desk in the
Museum 's Main Hall.

Hurt with Joanna Paula in Gorky Park.
sions made for a powerful and
poignant film, but it troubled
Hurt. "I have problems with the
idea of taking kids off the street:
and putting them in a movie , making them stars and then dropping
them back on the street. I can
understand it . ... I wouldn't do it
myself ... but I can't judge him .
. . . but I don't think you should
ever exploit. You don 't use real
blood. That's the problem, that's
when it's acting out."
Similar· to this is his refusal to
become an icon for the homosexual communities by virtue of his
sensitive and dignified portrayal
of Molina in Kiss of the Spiderwoman. " I don 't want Molina upon a
pedastle for a minority group.
That's Ok with me if it's useful
and constructive. But that's not
why I played it. I'm not trying to
insult anybody , but I didn't do it
as a political gesture for a minority
group , even though I do have feelings of empathy. "
This is not to say that Hurt
denies the implications of his art .
He carefully tries to qualify them.
Hurt seems to approach his work
in a very personal fash ion, observing and exploring things as much
as possible for their own sake, but
wouldnot like to see himself as
vested with any particular power
on account of his own individual
vision . In Hurt's opinion, as an
actor, however successful , he has
no right to hold sway over anyone or anything else. For
instance: "I shouldn't be into politics because I .got famous as an
actor. I still have my own ideas ,
but I shouldn't be taking advantage of my position .because
would dilute my actmg and 1t
would dilutemy politics and it
would dilute myself to do it ."

With Raul Julia in Kiss of the Spiderwoman.
mind has broadened to such an picious of Method acting, seeing it
extent as to. be around the prover- as being an irresponsi_bl.e, somebial bend.
times dangerous acttv1ty. The
boundaries between the film and
the private individual actor must
be maintained: " We are not
Rather than a 'movie star' Hurt schizophrenics. We are not supprefers to see hismelf as an actor, posed to act out. You are not
and indeed, watching his films one there to cathart your personal
1s not conscious of the presence of
angst in front of somebody else.
a big screen hero in the way one is It's not a therapy session for you:"
of the actual part he is playing. On
This aititude is probably at the
analysis this may well be attriroot of the squabbles between
buted to· the fact that each of his
Hurt and Babenoo, the director of
roles has involved a character
Kiss · of the Splderwoman.
motivated by such complex and
Babenco's last film , Pixote, was
intricately balanced forces, and
about a group of Braxilian boys
placed in such radically different
learning to su~ive by becommg
environments that they compell
pimps , prostitutes , and murders.
one to accept the personae per se .
The fact that the young cast was
Hurt has never allowed himself to
be stereotyped. It is a tribute to actually recruited from the back . If any thing is to be of value, it is
streets of San Paulo where they
~is versatility that at first one finds
had been following such profes- when acting, such as that in The
It difficult to recognise the

!t

Big Chill especially, b~comes a
collective, ensemble effort and
each part takes on a stature which
is independant of its actual size in
the work . This in its turn expands
to become an act of mutual communication between actors and'
audience . For Hurt , " the last
human being in the last upper tie1
is just as important as the humar·
being playing Hamlet. " Ulti·
mately Hurt would like to see hii
work as a unified experience
whereby artists and audience
make a journey inwards towardi
self-discovery, rather than out·
wards to escapism: "We're there
to discover ourselves together .. .
some people think they're goinf•
to see me, and its unfortunate tha1
they don 't know more of themselves y'know, because they
should be going to see themselves." His films are the medium
for this journey, a type of
therapeutic agent defined by Hurt
simply as "art", and "available to
everyone. " His repertoire ol
aesthetic
judgements
and
analogies is seemingly endless,
often incoherent , and occasionally dogmatic.

media coverage , the exposure
brought about the success ot Kiss
of the Spiderwoman has dragged
his somewhat eccentric perspnality firmly into the public eye. His
future work may run the risk of

being linked to this personality. as
it has never been before. Hurt
already seems aware of this: "You
can judge my work, but you don "t
have the right to judge me." His
next film is Miller's Children of a
Lesser God. See for yourself.
Matthew Calling
Here lies a potential problem :,
Manda Jeffery
already infamous for his hatred of

FANCY SOMEONE?
Not sure they know abou1
I·t?.
Want to make your true intentions known?
Got a filthy mind?
Want to take the piss out of somebody?
Send your Valentine's Day messages to Student. for our Valentine's special issue. Pu
your messages in the red Student boxes around the unions, or bring them to 48 Th,
Pleasance, by Monday 10th Februarv and we can all have a heart to heart!
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Was it worth it?
RICHARD III
Bedlam
27th January-3rd February
After Anthony Sher's much.
acclaimed Richard Ill last year it
was with some trepidation that I
went to see the production at the
Bedlam. I needn't have worried;
not only did they enlist the master's "inspiration and advice" but
they proved worthy of the task.
Angus Wright justified his continued star-rating in the company.
He handled the crippled meglomaniac's soliloquies expertly;
extracting the unhappy mixture of
revulsion and attraction that
Shakespeare's tragic anti-heroes
demand. With his head shaven,
his neck , shoulder and right arm
encased in steel bands, and reddened eyes, he was not a pretty
prince, but what he lacked in form
he made up for in style. Richard
was established as strong in a chaotic society, consolidated by the
portrayal of his faction as an anarchic punk-mob. Buckingham
(Simon Conway) and Catesby
(Martin Richie) confidently provided group identity , excellently
displayed during the bizarre manhandling of Hastings' decapitated·
head; clever words coupled with
clever actions forced grotesque
humour from horror.
Excellent use was made of _the
theatre, especially during the

¥MUHi
Royal Lyceum
Until 15th February
The torpor of the pantomime
season has at last been shaken off .
with a show suitable for students
of all ages. There can be no difference of opinion about the
Lyceum's latest production , no
words minced; it is excellent. The
formula behind Tartuffe'; success
is virtually foolproof: an inspired
translation by Liz Lochhead , a
cast more then capable of doing
her script justice and a set which .
turns out to be more than just
pretty flats.
Modernity sits well upon
Moliere's· classic and Ja-te 17thcentury France has become early
20th-century Scotland with no ill
effects. Liz Lochhead's translation into rhyming Lowland Scots
retains the bite of "biting satire"
and the crudity of the original
which the intervening centuries.

ghostly v1s1tatton of those murdered. The nightmarish quality
emphasised Richard's weakening
position and the final sword fight
was dynamic to the last. Good
performances also from the foppish Hastings (Simon Andreae)
whose facade was neatly dropped
for his pitiful last words, and Lady
"Anne (Liza Gornick) who moved
from grief, through anger to affectjon with dexterity.
There were weaker moments.
The guard of the tower (Richard
Cunliffe) maintained his moronic
guise throughout his several (5)
roles, and perhaps it's oldfashioned to dislike the tendency
some had of standing with their
backs to the audience but it was
particularly annoying when they
masked the action. Initial reservations about Foo Boston's mad

Margaret and her excessive rantings lessened with the strenghtening of the madness theme; I also
had mixed feelings about the
sound, a low hum was atmospheric at nasty moments but at
times it sounded as if someone
was either practising the piano or
playing with the controls of a very
powerful hi-fi.
The set and costumes were
basic, versatile and effective; if
rumours of an excessive budget
are true it must have been spent
on the nice leather jackets sported
by Richard's gang. In spite of the
minor faults mentioned, this is a
professional and imaginative production, succeeding where others
have failed, in presenting Shakespeare with contemporary relevance.

and discreet English had muffled. '
She has successfully transferred
period puns about cuckoldry and
obscure 17th-century jokes into
verse which creates its own modern-day laughs
The supporting cast gave a
lively build-up to Tartuffe's late
entrance with Juliet Cadzow
(Dorine) holding the action
together as the outspoken maid
wiser than her master. If possible
she was upstaged by Andrew
Dallmeyer's enthralling performance. With a morbid fascination
we watched this pigeon-chested ,
skinny-thighed Tartuffe manipulate his gullible benefactor and try
to get his itching hands on his
wife. The sinister, rat-like Presbyterian minister , dressed in a
grotty woolly cardigan and baggy
trousers revealing bony nakles,
was as compulsive to watch as he
was physically repulsive. The
minute Orgon's back was turned
he revealed his true evil intentions

to the _audience witl1 toothy grins
and gleeful wriggles which just as
quickly returned to pious , innocent vacancy.
The play's finale brought us
back from the realm of farce to
Moliere's serious comments upon
his society. Until this production
pointed it out few people would
have seen the parallel between
dour Presbyterian Scotland and
Jesuitical France. It reveals the
universal appeal _of attacks upon
clerical hypocrisy, whether they
be Protestant or Catholic, and the
fallacy that the big brother mentality is exclusive to 20th-century
politic~. Ifitwas ever in doubt, the
Lyceum's Tartuffe has shown that
Moliere has withstood the "test of
time" which is the accepted
yardstick for "greatness", with a
lot of help from Liz Lochhead and
Andrew Dallmeyer.

LE ROI SE MEURT
Adam House Feb 5-8
"Whatever became of the
moment when one first knew
about death?" Stoppard has one
of his characters say . "There must
have been a moment, one,
when it first occurred to
you that you do not go on
forever." Ionesco's Le Roi se
Meurt is about coming to terms
with this moment and facing mortality. The King wakes up to find
that his country is in decay and his
power has vanished. He must die.
At first he refuses to accept this ,
but through the play he moves
from fear through nostalgia and
helplessness to resignation. Death
is not just an unavoidable occurrence. It requires an attitude of
mind.
The King, on one level, is a
foolish fond old man who is afraid
he is dying. He is also symbolic of
humanity. Malcolm Smytll plays
the role with confidence and

energy. He has an impressive
stage presence. But from the start
he did not, in this dress rehearsal,
look like a man who is about to die
( the brightly coloured tunic does
not help). Consequently his gestures are awkward and , even
though he arouses pathos at the
end , he still looks as though he
really wanted to be a hero.
If the King is the focus of the
play, the dramatic conflict lies

Vanessa Ward

Stella Collier

between his two wives. Marqueritte is practical and unsympathetic. She realises that the
King has ignored the inevitable
for too long and refuses to make
cohcessions to sentimentality. But
it is her approach that helps the
King at the end- to Jet go. Jane
Wright gave an excellent performance. As an unemotional
French bourgeois she was uncannily authentic. She was well
matched by Andrea SpencerCooke who plays the romantic and
helpless Marie. She believes that
Jove can prevent the inevitable. It
cannot.
They are well-supported by the
rest of the cast. The difficulty is
that the play is very static. There is
no action so the actors spend most
of the time on stage listening. The
imaginative sound effects help
and the director Mathew DoddNoble has sensibly cut the play to
reduce it to a very managable ·
hour and forty minutes in length.
Andrew Sparrow

Crime is endlessly fascinating.
Or so it seems judging by what's
served up on telly. Not a day goes
by without a programme about
people committing or combating
crime.

American cop shows are much
more violent and bloody than
home-grown products such as
Juliet Bravo (in which nose-picking in public constitutes serious
crime), but then that simply
reflects two contrasting societies.
Let's face it, a country where the
police are unarmed and make an
avera,ge of two arrests a month
each, could never come up with a
Starky and Hutch or a Miami
Vice. Leith Vice , perhaps? But I
suppose that's the price we must
pay for Jiving in a (comparatively)
law-abiding society.
The viewing public's obsession
with crime and Jaw · and order
should be well satisfied this Thursday . On ITV those lovable rogues
Terry and Arthur continue to be a
little bit shady but alright really in
Minder at 8.30. After that you can
switch over for some of the real
thirig-Crimewatch UK (BBC! ,
9.30). This week "the programme
that asks you, the viewer, to turn
crimefighter" tries to put the
finger on the murderer of a sixyear-old boy and on the armed
gang who raided a Cheshire jeweller's shop.
.Also on Thursday.Brass Tacks
(BBC2, 8.20) examines how
against a background of rising
crime and an overstretched police
force, some communities frustrated by an inadequate police
presence , are taking the law into
their own hands. And asks, when
does a Neighbourhood Watcher
become a Vigilante?
In response to all this rising
crime the authorities do the obvious. Stick more people in prison.
Never mind the chronic overcrowding and outdated facilities.
In fact Scotland puts more people
in prison than any other country in
Europe (and that includes England and Turkey). Cause For Concern (BBCl, Thursday, 8 pm)
with Margo MacDonald, asks
whether there isn't a better way to

IExhibsl
SIR WILLIAM GILLIES
Scottish Gallery
Until 5th February
The Scottish Gallery is currently
exhibiting a selection of watercolours, drawings and paintings by
one of this coun:ry's most outstanding artists - Sir William Gillies
(1898-1973).
The
exhibition
includes a repres~ntative cross-section of his work, reflecting his sensitive and inspiring style of art.
He studied at the Edinburgh
College of Art (1919-22) from
where he won a scholarship to Italy
and France; however, it is within
Scotland that his work is primarily
exhibited. This is probably due to
his watercolour landscapes of Scotland which are evocatively and
sympathetically conveyed. It has
been said that Gillies so imposed

deal with offenders. Hang 'em
and flog 'em?
Most television is simply chewing gum for the eyes. So it makes a
pleasant change when TV actually
does somebody some good.
Thanks to the efforts of Rough
Justice an innocent man , Anthony
Mycock, was released from prison
- his conviction for burglary
quashed by the Court of Appeal.
But instead of applauding this
belated victory fo r justice, the
Lord Chief Justice attacked the
programme and the methods of
the two reporters , Peter Hill and
Martin Young. As a result -of this
(and an order from the Home
Office) the BBC suspended the
reporters. This in spite of the fact
that it is unlikely that Mycock's
case would have come to appeal
without the intervention of Rough
Justice, and that Mycock was
indeed shown to be innocent.
Furthermore, the main charge
against the two - that they
threatened to expose the woman
.who claimed she'd been burgaled,
as a lesbian - was unsupported
by any evidence. Although the
Assistant Director-General Alan
Protheroe stated that "the BBC in
no way intends to reduce or dilute
its commitment to investigative
journalism" it seems this does not
extend to Rough Justice. The
programme has now been scrapped. Another victory for government pressure over the public
interest, and another nail in the
coffin- of the BBC as a respected
and
independent
television
institution .
While we' re on the subj ect of
crime , Blue Peter is still going
strong. Thi~ Thursday (BBCl
5.05) Simon, Janet and Peter try
to forc;e feed "Jack the great disappearing cat" with some. birthday cake to celebrate his ten years
on the programme. How time
flies. It doesn 't seem so Jong since
I was dashing in from school to
watch John , Peter and Val. John
Noakes , now there was a real
man , not like that ponce Peter
Duncan. Get down Shep!
Compiled by David Cline

his personal vision on the landscape
of Scotland that the countryside
now assumes the likeness of Gillies'
paintings. Border Landscape, with
its subtle and dreaming aspects, is
an excellent example of his romanticismn.
In both the oil paintings and
·watercolours, ' the colour used is
highly stimulating and deliberately
naive - the exhibition is worth
seeing for this alone. Using colour
as a rhetoric-of feeling and expression, he clearly conveys his affection for the landscape of his native
country. However, the harsh brush
strokes and severe shapes in his oil
paintings Jack the simplicity and
harmony of the watercolours and
·
drawings .
This small, absorbing exhibition
is situated in a relaxed gallery on
George Street, creating an atmosphere perfect for viewing such_ a
refreshing set of pictures, and its
certainly well worth a visit.
Emma Roscoe
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Ewart
some
thoughts
On Monday evening, Gavin Ewart, one of Britain's major
poets for the last fifty years, gave a reading at EU Poetry
Sl)Ciety. Before the reading, Kasia Boddy spoke to him.

Gavin Ewart was born in London in 1916. After working for the
British Council and as anadvertising copywriter, be became a free-lance
writer in 1971. He bas published sixteen coUectioos of verse, including
The Coll/ected Ewart (1933-1980) and The Young Pobbles Guide to his
Toes (1985).
Ewart's poetry might often be mistaken for simply amusing light
verse, but, while never solemn, it is often serious poetry of social concern
or personal reflection. With great technical variety and virtuosity, be
tackles a wide range of subjects - from the splendours and absurdities
of sex, through the trivialities of modem urban life, to serious social and
political commentary. Ewart's poetry is one wbicbcombines wit, formal
skiU, and, at its best, a willingness and ability to combine comic means
· and serious ends.
You've been writing poems very
prolifically for more than fifty
yearsnow. Doyoustillgetasmuch
pleasure from writing as you did
when you began?
Yes , I get a lot of pleasure from
writing - particularly when I'm
doing something that I thought
might be difficult to do , and I find
it's not so difficult as I thought it
might be. I think there's a sense of
a kind of technical achievement
that you get with some poems.
Your often speak with the voice of
another P.Oet - in this latest collection for example, there are poems
in the style of Wordsworth, De
Quincey, Peter Porter and Philip
Larkin. Is this pne of the Challenges you set yourself?
Yes, it's one of the techniques that
I do like to use. Some of them are
burlesques or parodies - there's
a burlesque of Auden in another
book, for example, and there's a
poem that supposed to be in the
style of Larkin in this last book.
But the other thing I do is to actually use a style for a poem. There's
a long poem called The Larkin
Automatic Car Wash ,, for example, which is an exact parallel to
Larkin's Whitsun Weddings . it's
got the same number of stanzas,
it's got the same metre, it uses his
language, and it's the description
of a journey. And yet, in the poem
I'm describing one of my own
experiences, and it comes out as a
good bit different from the Larkin
poem.
It's almost impossible to write a
poem about anything without taking·some sort of moral attitude.

So do you find, by doing this, that
you almost get two perspectives?
I don't know quite what you getyou get something that's very hard
to describe because I think that
this isn't a thing that other people
do much . What young poets do is
to imitate their favourite poets,
but that's rather different because
they're not consciously doing it it just happens.
In one of the epigrams to · The
Young Pobbl~'s Guide to His Toes
you quote Fleur Adcock.
Poets stop inviting . . or they
decline into repetition and self·
parodl.-

IClassicall
sco
Usher Hall
25th January
The SCO's concert last Saturda{ epitomised the depths of
depravation classical musicians
are subjected to periodically in a
world of Thatcher economics
(and the consequent scramble for
populist programmes) and idol
worship of individual artists (in
my analysis an unnecessary
response to the mega Glamourpublicity world of pop music).
The SCO, an extremely professional and expert orchestra, bared
their asses and sidled up to the
likes of Carl Davis and the King's
Singers with a depressing lack of
judgement.
·
Carl Davis is a small-time Lloyd
Webber character who seems to
specialise in these kind of concerts. You could have seen him on
Christmas Day for example when
he conducted Kiri Te Kanawa
singing such rubbish as A White
Christmas. He is an equally smalltime arranger who nevertheless
wipes his grubby fingers over a
considerable amount of what he
conducts; and he is the composer
of music for high budget films.
The King's Singers are a part of

orchestra could get solos in 15
minutes .
However, it got
enthusiastic applause - " It's a
British Premiere, so it must be
good."
Then came the awaited performance of Rachmaninov's piano
concerto No. 1, with Vladimir
Ashkenazy. Rachmaninov once
said that he wrote his music for
enjoyment,
and Ashkenazy
played it as such, giving it a fiery,
very Russian interpretation , paying less attention to stylistics than
to dramatic contrasts in volume.
The SNO supported his perfor. mance well, coaxed out oftheir
customary lethargy by JukkaPekka Saraste , whose energy and 1
precision seemed to wake them up
.in a way that few conductors have
achieved what was even better,
was that his conducting was totally
comprehensible to the audience

- that is, his own movements
expressed the mood he wished to
achieve, and one could see what
sections of the orchestra he
· wished to draw out. The performance drew rapturous applause
from the audience ( about half of
whom I doubt had ever heard
more than one piece by
Rachmaninov).
Then came the Finnish Symphony by Sibelius, given a careful .
precise performanc.e by the SnO.
The piece never appeals to me
greatly in performance, so I am
not really qualified to comment
on the interpretation. However I
can and will comment on the trimpanist who is a consistently good
performer, and who I have yet to
see make a mistake at a concert.
NB Plebs - the timpanist plays
the kettle drums.
Helen Bell

and he· stood over my life like a
kind ofogre.

implied - I think that nature
worship implies a dislike and distrust of the Industrial Revolution.

Do you feel that society, on the
whole, is becoming more censorous? That there is a feeling that
poetry should be more "moral";
that it should dictate traditional
values?

But sometimes instead of telling us
how to live our lives you reveal the
inconsistencies in what we do and
how we think of ourselves. For
example, in some poems you talk

thoughts abut ambition. social
organisation and how people- can
be hypocritical all come into that
poem, yet its written in a very.
very easy, light style . Now I think
that's the way it should be done
Burns too is an example of a poet
who is never really heavy and yet
is able to make moral statements.
0 Wad some Pow'r the giftie gie 11s
To see oursels as others see us!
That's a moral thought, and that's
a poem about a lady in church
with a louse climbing up her hat.

SNO
Usher Hall Fri 24
Predictably , all the "ya's" in
Edinburgh seem to have turned
up for the appearance of Vladimir
Ashkenazy with the SNO at the
Usher Hall, getting their dose of
famous names and music for
the year (in that order).
Hence , when the concert
opened with Eero Hameennieni's Symphony: · there was a
more profund feeling of bemusement than usual, with te audience
frantically perusing their programmes throughout to try and
find out what was going on. I must
say, it was a singularly bitty piece
which as the composer admitted,
didn't add up to anything. As far
as I could see, it was an exercise in
how many section"s of the

The same idea comes up in several
of your poems. Do you find that
you are repeating yourself?
Yes , I think that I'm afraid of writing the same poe!II over and over
again - a lot of poets must be
afraid of that a bit. I write a lot that's another reason of course.
But also towards the end of their
lives they must think "Well, I've
written a poem very like this
before," and its almost impossible
for that not to happen. One thing
I think that made Larkin stop
writing must have been the idea
that he'd said what he wanted to
say, that he didn 't want to add
anything to his statements about
life .
But you didn 't feel like this?
No . . . what one's got to do is
reconcile oneself with is the idea
that the circumstances don't
change much - but on the other
hand , there's always a new way of
writing poems about them.

cheek mode they used for Paul
Simon and Peter Knigltt songs in
the second half. It is a repertitious·
treatment (held low notes. isolated high notes, phrases running
'through the voices from the top to
Nie bottom and back , etc) and was
not enhanced by the row of
obscene microphones in front of
them.
The nadir of the show for me
was the Carnival of Animals and
in particular Carl Davis' arrangement. It was singularly devoid of
good ideas ; the kind of sound that
falls by default and plagiarism
under the general banner of
" modern" or "innovative" music.
A bird, for example, portrayed by
this phenomenon ; the grey area a flute triple tonguing ; a clarinet
where pop and classical music for a cuckoo - two grand pianos
meets. In the first half they sang a and the SCO in full complement
series of French part-songs ' by, bending to this nonsense; incrediamongst others, Lassos and Com- ble.
bert . Lighthearted 16th-century
Three encores , including a
songs with plots of nuns sharing supercilious gesture to the Scotconfession boxes with priests for tish venue. was excessive for a
example. It wasn't long, however, concert which was as worthless as
before they started giving these any of its ilk. One possible excepsongs the kind of treatment one tion being the Charles Ives Centidentifies so1 clearly with the ral Park in the Dark which is fanKing's Singers. They seemed tastically stimulating piece to hear
positively uncomfortable singing and see .
Jannequin 's La Guerre and
Ben Simms
quickly sank into the tongue-in-

More moral? Well, all poems are
moral , I think, in a sense because
it's almost impossible to write a·
In the poem Singable in The poem about anything without takYoung Pooble's Guide to His Toes ing some sort of moral attitude, or
you say
usin~ it to, as Dr Johnson said,
"To point a moral". You can't
Maimed personalities make th e avoid it because even if you write
best po~ts still,
.
a poem about a flower , like
Do you think of yourself as a Wordsworth's Daffodils , you're
'maimed personality?'
saying all that in one breath, but in
I don't think that I'm particularly another breath, so to speak,
maimed but I had a lot of anxiety you're not saying tlie right way to
in my adolescence - a lot _of \ Jive is in big cities and the right
generalised anxiety• neurosis. way to go about your lives is to
And I think this cam_e from th e make a lot of money and work in
fact that I was very frightened of factories and so on. All that's
my father when I was very young

· I'm afraid of writing the same
poem over and over again.

quite seriously about wanting to
write good poems that will endure
for example in Ambition in More
Little Ones - but in others
you mock those poets who seem to
take themselves, and poetry, too
seriously. Poetry is just,
.. . a very ancient indoor game
like chess and draughts and
knucklebones;
That comes from the fact that I
don't believe poetry should be too
solemn.
You can be serious and yet use
very light techniques. Take that
marvellous satirical poem by Swift
On the Death of Dr Swift. Serious

There are quite a few poems when
you seem to be defending yourself
against the charge of sexism.
Yes. Well, I think that I'm a bit
sensitive about that because it
seems to me that you ought to be
able to write about sex. There are
feminists- not all of them -who
think that sex should never be
mentioned because it's always
describing a man behaving aggressively to a woman . I think they're
saying that the woman's body is
degraded by being described in
sexual circumstances. I don't
think I agree to that. I don 't think
it is degradation at all. I see their
point of view- women are much
exploited in advertising and so on,
but I think when it comes to art
that's a different matter . I think
great art is not really on that level.
Shakespeare wasn't trying to
exploit anybody.
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GORKY PARK
30, 31 Jan; 2.30
Whilliam Hurt as the Russian
police chief investigating the discovery of three corpses in the
park of the title.
KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
30-1 Feb; 6.00, 8.30
1 Feb; 3.45, 2 Feb; 8.30
3-5 Feb; 6.00, 8.30
Two totally different men are
detained in a South American jail
and Wiliam Hurt as the homosexual drives his cell mate crazy
PSYCHO
THE STRANGER
30,31 Feb; 6.30
1 Feb; 2.30, 6.30
The first film is Hitchcock's classic tale of Norman Bates and his
psychotic paranoiaALL THAT JAZZ
2 Feb; 5.45
3Feb; 5.45,8.15
4 Feb; 4.45
Bob Fosse's intense look at the
staging of a musical from the
dancers point of view with Roy
Scheider as the director
PASSION OF JOAN OF ARC
2Feb;8.15
The Filmhouse's Black and White
season continues with this stunning original avant garde production of the Joan of Arc story.
BETRAYAL
4, 5 Feb; 2.30
The story of an eternal triangle
between Ben Kingsley his wife
played by Patricia Hodge and
Jeremy Irons who propositioned
her at Kingsleys own party.
YOUR CONTEMPORARY
4 Feb; 7.00
The start of a season featuring
the work of Soviet film-maker
Yuli Raizman. The story of an
engineer who has to deal with
both immovable Soviet bureaucracy and his marital problems
GUARDIAN LECTURE '
MESTOR ALMENDROS
5 Feb; 7.00
One of the greatest directors of
photography speaks ab.out his
work, the directors he has
worked with (including Truffaut
s.nd Jack Nicholson)
THREE WOMEN
5 Feb; 5.45, 8.15
The interaction between two
women, one idolises the other
and the third looks on in ever
mute observation as the relationship itensifies itself towards
destruction.
·

•
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THE OLD DARK HOUSE
THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN
·FREAKS
2 Feb; 6.45
Pleasance
The Bride is thankfully not the
80's remake with Sting but the
original 1935 version. Freaks was
banned in this country for 30
years
ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS
STELLA DALLAS
2 Feb; 6.45
Pleasance
Rock Hudson stars in 'Heaven',
pre-Dynasty and infinitely more
heart catching in this story of a
widow falling for her gardener.
Barbara Stanwyck stars in
'Stella', pre-Colbys and infinitely
more credible
BLOOD SIMPLE
PARIS, TAXAS
5 Feb; 2.00, 6.45
Double Show
George Square Theatre
Two films on Texas, the first
crime a murder thriller the second shows a man hunting for his
wife played by f.Jastassja Kinski

----------'----

South Clerk St
667 7331
ROCKY IV
1.30, 5.45, 8.10
Man of muscle Stallone takes on
the awesome muscles of Ivan
Drago pride of the Union (Soviet)
in the latest movie in the - surprise, surprise, - boxing series.
You know the plot, you've seen
the cuts, smelt the sweat, now go
along and see if you can spot thd
difference between them. Mind
you Doph Lundgren's worth it.
DEFENCE OF THE REALM
2.00, 5.30, 8.00
David Puttnam's latest, about
investigative reporter Gabriel
Byrne searching for the truth
about a government cover up
and finding Greta Scacchi as the
secretive ministers mistress
instead.
PRIZZIS HONOUR
1.50, 5.00, 7.45
Black as night comedy about two
landlords who also happen to be
paid assassins, and find thattheir
next contract is to kill each other.
The next few weeks turn to farce
as they all try to kill each other
before the other kills them. Crazy.

A
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Forrest Rd
225 9873
RICHARD Ill
Till Feb3
7.30
Tickets: £2, £1 .75 (cone.) £1 .25
(members)
By the ever popular William
Shakespeare. One of the Bedlam's main term productions so
if you haven't seen it already,
then go tonight. A big ''thumbs ·
up" for the fab poster.

Grindlay Street
229 8663
TARTUFFE
Till Feb 15
7.45 pm
Tickets: £2-£5
By Moliere, translated by Liz
" writer-in-residence at this very
university " Loch head. A Scottish
version of the play, which still
retains the " spit-it-out " language
quality of the original by the marvellous Moliere. A criticism of
religious hypocrisy.

LUNCH
"'
Feb 5
1 pm
More Berkoff for Berkoff fans.
Two characters a man and
woman meet on a beach and find
that despite their passion they
cannot reconcile their differences. A stunning view of a
relationship.
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·Lothian Rd
229 3030
BACK TO THE FUTURE '
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Good ole Spielberg spiel about
small town USA, as Michael J.
Fox manages to go back in time
and go to high school with his
mom and dad which is all fine
and dandy till mom begins to get
the hots for her boy.
PLENTY
1.50, 5.00, 8.00
Meryl Streep stars in this story of
a woman liberated by her resistance activities during the war
and finding her post-war life very
dull by comparison, especially
her straight husband (Cha rles
Dance) and goes off with a group
of Bohemian thespians. It happens to the best of us.
CATHOLIC BOYS
2.15, 5.15, 8.30
Nobody seems to have heard of
this film not even the cinema but
I'm sure you could have endless
fun having .bets on the plot in the
pub beforehand and seeing who
gets closest. Normal service will
be resumed as soon as possible.

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
BACK TO THE FUTURE
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
American kid Michael J. Fox
meets up with a mad scientist in
this, Spielberg's latest money
maker. The problem starts when
his mum begins to fall for him.
You know the one about the infinite number of monkeys and the
infinite number of typewriters ...
NATIONAL LAMPOON'S EUROPEAN VACATION
2.25, 5.25, 8.25
A family of wacky American
fnnocents wander aimlessly
round Europe and bump into an
amazing collection of bumbling
stereotypes.

High Street, Musselburgh
665 2240
WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA
WOOLF?
Till Feb 1
7.30 ·
Presented by the Brunton
Theatre. a married couple start to
get on each other's nerves a bit,
which results in an overdose of
" very expressive" insults. It certainly explodes the myth of married bliss.
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s

2 leven Street
229 1201
ALADDIN
Til Feb 22
7 pm matinees Sat 2.15
Tickets: £2.50-£5.50
Yes, good old Aladdin's still at it
- polishing his lamp that is. He
faces stiff competition from Stanley "wonderfully over the top"
Baxter. Sarah " goody goody"
Greene's also there to provide
the scenery. There's still plenty of
time to go along and have a giggle.

ADAM HOUSE
Chambers St
IONESCO'S LE ROY SE MEURT
Till Feb 1
7.45
Tickets : £1.50-£2
Presented by the Escogriffes.
This explores the subject of
human mortality and is said to be
witty as well as controversial.

EXHIBS
S T I L L S TALBOT RICE
_.;.G_A_L_L_E_R_V G A L L E R V
105 High Street
557 1140
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
Till Feb8
A display of both British and
American art and features work by'
well-known photographers such
as Beaton Worth and Stieglitz.

NATIONAL
GA[LERV
The Mound
556 8921
Turner Watercolours: The Vaughan
Bequest,
traces
his
development
as
a
watercolourist. Notto be missed, a rare
opportunity.
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Luriston Place
229 9311

WITNESS
Till Jan 31
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Humanities Gallery: shows a
Harrison Ford is the only witness
selection of playing card designs
to a drug murder, also unwitfrom the sixteenth century to the
tingly seen by a small boy who
present. Everything from snap to
takes Harison back to his home in
_poker.
the Amish community which still
lives in the 19th century and the Sculpture Court: "Drawings and
touch city cop has to adjust to a Paintings" , presents new work
by college students.
whole new lifestyle while falling
Mon-Fri 10-5 pm , Sun 10-noon
in love with an Amish woman.

Old College, South Bridge
667 1011
Till Feb 8
CRITICAL LINES : contemporary
British radical and satirical illustrations by Gerald scarfe, Ralph
Steadman and Sue Coe.
TAKING FORM : drawings, prints
and photographs by members of
the Federation of scottish
Sculptors.
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm

FRUITMARKET
GALLERY
29 Market Street
225 2383
Ti ! Feb B
INTERIM : takes a look at women
in middle-age; one look in the
bathroom mirror in the morning
makes you wonder why on earth
you would want to know what it
will be like in twenty years time.

TWO PINWHEELS: the pinwheels being two European art
galleries from which works have
been taken to bring this collection together.
Tues-Sat 10-5.30 pm

For the January-March term,
pass system . Ask for the leaflet
you pay the standard £2.30 and
the card is taken from you and
cinema is now non-smoking.

C>DE C>N
A standard £1.50 student cone
from Sunday to Thursday. Howe•
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 and 3

DOIVIINI
Students pay £1.20 for all perfor
The only exception is the lateev
only non-smoking part of the bu
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIHO

Matinees (Tuesday-Friday) c
(Sunday-Friday) cost £1.20. Th
minutes before performance sl
late evening films but you ca
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVI SO

Members get in free to all pe
can be purchased in advance
week and from the Postgrad
Place, at the weekend .

BEDLAM

All tickets for lunchtime produ · ·
your consumption . Membershi
allows reductions on all tickets
are held every Monday at 6.
interested in any aspect of Bedl1

TRAVER ...
Exclusive offer this year for m'
which allows many benefits. Th
Sunday performance ; £2forast
before performance ; free entry
theatre clubs in Britain.

LYCEUM

They offer a plastic card ~ostinll
two tickets at concess1onarJ
performance). Check at box offil

ESCA

ESCA have changed premises tol
contrary t o this year's Student ;
time during office hours to me
or alternatively phone her.

SNC>

.

f

Students are welcomed in any
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2 an
Friday evening.

UNIV.ENT·s M U S I .C
T H U R 3·0 J A N S A T

CHRISTIAN UNION
George Square Theatre
1 pm ·
"God Knows Why". Last chance
to hear Liam McCloskey and
David 'Packei' Hamilton, the two
ex-terrorists talking about their
conversions to Christianitv.
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common Room
JCMB
1.10 pm
The Scottish national Gallery of
Modern Art - Past, Present and
Future ; a talk by Mr Keith Hartley
of the gallery.
STUDENT TV
Teviot Salad Bar
.
1.15pm
EU ANTI-APARTHEJD
,perates a student cinema
,e .casb desk. For six v isits
ecard stamped. After this
et £5 i n return . The entire
1

rate holds in all'cinemas
at the weekends entry wi II
~on-smoking .
es in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
shows in Cinema 3-the
~ . Incidentally, this place is

Ip; early evening shows

1

ketsare on ly avail able 30
No ocncessions g iven for
k these in advance. Non-

*'nces. Guest tickets (£1.25)
Union Shop during the
llents' Union, 24 Buccleuch

•Y

' include soup and bread for
· tie Bedlam is £1. 75, which
s ~dam '.Comm ittee m eetings
in tile theatre. Anyone
always welcome.

rship : £4 for four years,
nclude a free ticket to any
t ~standbyticket 10minutes
!Verse Ba r and many other

fi

I I'

1

llhich allows you to claim
, (£1 off cost of any
rdetails.

9Guthrie Street (225 4061)
,Pop i nto the offices at any
da, the full-time secretary,

eto aH SNO concerts at the
available from 7 pm each

/~TRICULATION CARD

Chaplaincy Centre
I
5 pm
A Public Meeting with Dennis
Goldberg, a friend and colleague
of Mandela, released after 20
years il'i Robben Island Prison. All
welcome.
CHRISTIAN UNION
8pm
God Knows Why. Nigel Lee talking on "Could One Man Make Any
Difference" (Jesus- just a fool on
a hill?).
KBU GENERAL MEETING
KBU Coffee Lounge
6pm
motions on possible EUSA affiliation referendum and a reprimand
on the Science Council chairperson.
KBU CHARITY NIGHT
Upstairs Bar
KBU
5 pm-10.30 pm
All proceeds to Cystic Fibrosis.
EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room
Pleasance
7.30 pm
A talk about 'Green Politics' ,
RCS SUPPORTERS GROUP
Music Room
Teviot
7.30pm
The coming elections - is Labour
a real alternative?
JAZ.Z LIVE
· 60 Pleasance
8.30-11.30
Free admission, a happy hour 8-9,
and Charlie McNair playing.
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers Street
· 8-9
There's also a disoctill 12.

FR I

3 1

JAN

LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre
Seminar- Room 1
1 pm
A talk on Labour's Education Policy with MP Dennis Canavan.
CHRISTIAN UNION
McEwan Hall
8pm
Nigel Lee speaks on "Back From
the Dead - where's your proof?"
. (Faith- intellectual suicide?).
KBU EXTRAVAGANZA
KBU
8.45-1 am
Two bands .,- reggae stars
Makossa and Freddy and the
Freaks. A pound entry fee but beer
is 50p a pint.
MEDICINE SHOW DISCO
Chambers Street
Apart from the disco there is a
happy hour from 8-9.
CLUB KASUMO
Potterrow
A happy hour from 8.30-9.30 nd
perchance - a band?
THE DANCE
Teviot Row
My God! Two discos, three bars,
happy hour9-10. Even Harry Elwin
was there last week!
HAPPY HOUR
The Pleasance
7.3 -

1

F E B THUR 3O JAN S A T

DISCO
TEviot .Row
A disco in the Park Room and a
happy hour to give you confidence from s-9.
JOf,JN PEEL ROADSHOW
Chambers Street
Stupendous fun! 3 bars, John Peel
will be supported by- The Styngrites, Deaf Heights and no doubt
bytheHappyHour 9- 10.
EU FRIENDS OF PALESTINE
Potterrow
8 pm-1 am
A party with disco and We Free
Kings plus support. £1.50.

$ U N

2

FEB

HAPPY HOUR Teviot Row
8-9
METHSOC
Nicolson Sq Methodist Church
7.30 pm
Coffee, a visit from EBSA and a
very nice way of meeting people.

MON

3

FEB

ROCK DISCO
Chambers St
9-12
v10DERN DANCE SOC
::hambers St Ballroom
7.30
3allet class, all welcome, espe;ially beginners. Class cost £1.50.

T U ES

4

FEB

_ _ _ _ _ _ _.:....__.:.........::::.....:=.
MODERN DANCE SOC
Chambers St Ballroom
7.15- Beginners
8.15- Non-beginners ,
Everyone welcome, £1.50 a class.
VIDEO
' •
Adam Ferguson Building
Room 217
1.10pm
Latin American Dictators and the
drug trade.
EU BEATLES APPRECIATION
SOCIETY
Somerville Room
Pleasance
7.30
A showing of Let It Be,
EUSN,.(
TeviotRow
Balcony Room
7.30pm
Kevin Dunion from Oxfam will
speak on " Aid for Development:
our obligations". All welcome.
EUCND
Chaplaincy Centre
7pm
.
Graham Spinardi from SANA will
speak on the Politics and Technology of Trident. All welcorT'!e.

WED

5

FEB

MODERN DANCE SOC
Wilkie House
Guthrie Street
7.30
Contemporary class £1.50. Check
in midweek for location.
LIBERAL CLUB
Balcony Room
TEviotRow
1 pm
David Graham, SOP candidate for
Edinburgh South, will talk on elections.
DEBATE
Teviot Debating Hall
7.30 pm
Finals of the Scottish Maiden
Speakers Competition ' - "This
House would arm the Police".
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10pm
"Blessed are those who hunger
and thirst for righteousness."
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
A ha
hour 8.30-9.30

1

F E B

==-~-,---~--~---~~

RED WEDGE
Playhouse
(Greenside Place)
Organised by ti'le Labour Club to
spread radical socialist ideas
. Features Billy Bragg,m Paul
Weller, The Communards with
·surprise guests and lierry Dammers as guest DJ.
7.30pm : £6-£4
ABDULLAH IBRAHIN
Usher Hall
(Lothian Road)
Better know as Dollar Brand this
is the only Scottish da.te from this
seven piece jazz set.
'
8 pm: £5, £4
MIRRORS
Preservation Hall
Free.
CHAMBER
SCOTIISH
ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
(Clerk Street)
·The versality of the violin is
shown by Jaime Laredo's programme of Mozart's, symphony
No. 40 in G minor, Spohr, Grieg
and Bruch
7.45 pm : £8-£3

3 1
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3ANITY CLAUSE
Preservation Hall
Free.

SAT

FEB

1

GOOMBAY BEAT
The Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
Fridays and Saturday
Reggae and Soul. Sundays
Fiesta Tropicana
9.30pm-3am
Late bar, open to all.
HITS OF THE '60s
Playhouse
What a line up!
Gerry and The Pacemakers
Freddy and The Dreamers to
name but two .
7.30 pm : £5-£4.50
SON OF ROCOCO
Moray House
Pisco with cabaret
from Victor and Barry
£1 .50 before 11 pm
£2 after.

C.nema 1

EDINBURGH
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Queen 's Hall
Alasdair
Mitchell
conducts
Weber's Overture Euryanthe
Mozart's haunting clarinet Concerto and Symphony No. 4 by
Bruckner. Phillip Greene on
clarinet.
7.30om:£2,£1.50
BLUE FINGER
Preservation Hall
Free.

SUN

2

FEB

TEXAS
Hoochie Coochie°Cfub
(West Tollcross)
Jazz, funk, sould and Latin music
10.30 pm: £2
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
Free.

MON

3

FEB

GO-FERRIT
Preservation Hall
Free
THE PASTELS
The Place
More jangling popsters trying to
be the new Sound of Young Scotland.

TUES

4

FEB

ROOTSIE TOOTSIE
Preservation Hall
Blues
Free
OMO
Playhouse
7.30 pm : £5.50-£5
MONDRIAN TRIO
Queen's Hall
Richard Friedman on violin
Hafilidi Hallgrimsson on ceilo
and Bryn Turley on piano play
from Haydn's Trio in G to David
Johnson's Trio
7.45.pm: £3.50-£2

WED

5

FEB

CHARLIE Mc NAIR'S JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall
Free

Until Sat 8 February 6.00 and 8.30 (also 3.45 Saturdays) !not 8.30 Wed 5)

KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN (15)
Hector (Pixote) Babenco's award-winning film of the changing relationship of two prisoners :
Molina, a homosexual convicted on a moral.s charge, and Valentin, a radical political activist.
Cinema2

Thu 30-Sat 1 at 6.30

...

A double bill in the Monochromania season: Hitchcock's shocker

PSYCH0(18)
+ Orson Welles as

THE STRANGER (PG)
Cinema2

Sun 2 and Mon 3

5.45 and 8.15, Tue 4 4.45

Bob Fosse's outrageous OSC8r·winning

ALL THAT JAZZ. (18)
A dancer's movie, full of energy and naughty dance sequences.
Cinema 2
The films of Yuli Raizman - Soviet Grand Master

Tue 4 at 7.00

YOUR CONTEMPORARY (15)
The film will be introduced by John Gillet. from the National Film Theatre, London.
Cinema 1

Wed 5 at 8.30

Guardian Lecture with NESTOR,ALMENDROS
Nestor Almendros has been called 'one ct.the greatest directors of photography in the world' by
Francois Truffaut, and the list of his credits includes work on Days of Heaven, Goin' South with Jack
Nicholson, Sophie's Choice, Kramer vs Kreiner, Rnalty Sunday, Places in the Heart and Pauline at
the Beach. His talk at Filmhouse will include extracts from a number of his films. AU seats are book~ble at £2.20.
50p Matinees this week: Gorky Park (Thu 30 and Fri 31 ); Betrayal ffue 4 and Wed 5); Rumt>,e Fish
(Thu 6).
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Videodrones
In Part II of our Video Extravaganza Peter Carroll stresses the link between advertising and pop promos ano
wonders whether the advert of Cable TV really will prove a godsend to independent video producers.

SHEILA JORDAN/
MARTIN TAYLOR
Queen's Hall

.Adman Cometh

So, after all the suffering,
the hard work and the hate
mail of this term so far, I
returned to my spiritual home
on Friday night to see sets by
"one of the finest jazz singers
in the world" and "Britain's
leading jazz .guitarist".

In an ideal world, the sun
always shines on TV. You can
get record companies to put
up £100,000 to shoot your
first video, and nick a song
from New Order to get you to
number one. Aha are som.ebody's idea of a sick joke: the
ghost of all those Norwegian
Eurovision zeros have come
to clog the machine and rule
the roost. Very funny. Give
them Subculture and pass it
off as culture.
Indeed , as Gavin Macdonald
outlined last week, -video as a
form is "beneath" anything which
may be considered "cultured".
Substandard in quality and subservient. to the demands of the
rapacious music industry, the
video is generally used merely as
an advertising vehicle. It identifies an artist or group in the way
that the Topmobile identifies ZZ
Top. Nowadays record company
reps - and worse still, artists
themselves - refer to videos (and
indeed records as well) as "product" .
Just as companies market their
products through commercials, so
record companies market their
"product" through videos - and
interesting parallels can be drawn
between the two genres. For
example let us consider · those
(generally American) videos
which feature disgustingly energetic Kids-from-Fame rejects gyrating their healthy brown bodies,
healthy white teeth, and- healthy
pink leg-warmers to the sounds of
people like Pat Benatar, Kenny
Loggins, and even our own Elton
'John .
Do these not instantly bring to
mind those appalling commercials
for things like yoghurt and Special
K? All smiling young women with
incurable cases of slimmers
AIDS. Lose pounds losing weight
and give a fat rebate to the indus1
, try. Yes, what we are being sold
· here is health, fitness, and, ironically enough considering the ages
of the previous three old fogeys:
youth. Our music is good for you,
they scream. It keeps you fit and
young. Virile and potent (hair
transplant not included in price).
Then there are those videos and.
commercials which aspire to
"wackiness", with Madness, for
example, being the prime exponents of the "wacky" video. Now
while Madness are very good at
what they do, their videos, in that
they are all variations on a humorous theme, are in many respects
similar to a series of, say, beer
commercials.
Interestingly
enough while both offer to service
you with a smile, this seems to be ·
a curiously male-orientated subgenre. When was the last time you
saw .a "wacky" performance ad,
for example, and how long is it
since you wet yourself (no double .
entendre intended) at a Belle
Stars video? Similarly, continuing
.this ad-association game, I should
only have to mention the words
electro- or techno-funk and everybody should instantly light-bulb
the Fiat ad. Built by robots,
indeed. It makes you think,
doesn't it?

ALL!JAZZ

graphic: Rory Macbeth
cleaners (although Nik Kershaw you to No. 2 in the charts, it will'
coos as moronically as any pidgin also probably never even be
at times) nevertheless these vid- shown on TV.
Paul explains that TV comeos can be made in a manner stunningly free of the slightest imagi- panies will generally only show
videos made by technicians who
nation or wit.
belong to the ACTT. To join this
union, whose membership is
"USE THE NEW GO
fiercely restricted, you have to be
WF.ST
WASHING
nominated by five other memMACHINE!
ITS
bers. Paul Blyth; does not know
REALLY FAB! EVERYfive members in the ACTT and
THING LAUNDERED,
consequently cannot get his indeCLEAN, SAFE, AND
pendent videos shown on national
WHITE!
TV.
YES, FOR THAT JUSTIt is a vicious circle, but one he
WASHED BOY-NEXThopes will be broken by the
DOOR LOOK, CLOSE
advent of Cable TV. He believes
YOUR EYES, AND GO
that the producers of any nascent
WEST! THE APPLIANCE
pop channel will be forced to tum
OFFJNANCE!"
to independent producers like
Get the picture? Whether col- himself in an effort to guarantee
our or black and white, they're sufficient variation to sustain pubalways grey. A grey fog of promo- lic interest. He feels that the strin- ·
tional blur on our TV sets, but we gent union laws will be relaxed,
cannot adjust the contrast. Art? allowing himself, and other indeWho needs it when you can call in pend video makers unfettered by
Messrs Cliche and Gimmick for a the dictates of rampant commerguaranteed winner and No. 2 in cialism, to get a foot in the door,
so to speak.
the charts.
Me, I'm not so sure. Look at
" PEDIGREE
PAUL
MTV 24 hours per day of FM
YOUNG. TOP RECORD
blandsville. We could easily have
COMPANIES RECOMsomething like this foisted on us.
MEND IT (CUE PRELook at the number of US
PUBESCENT GIRLIES
number ones which now become
FROTHING
OVER
hits here; look at the rise of the
LATEST PY PRODUCT) .
hamburger, and American footMOTHER: I ALWAYS
ball; why Go West when it's comFEED
MY
GIRLS
ing here?
PEDIGREE
PAUL
Anyway, where are all these
YOUNG BECAUSE IT'S
independent video producers
SO
CHUNKY
AND
going to crawl from? Paul Blyth 's
WHOLESOME!
THE
instruction booklet ( available
GIRLS ALWAYS LAP IT
from 154 Gorgie Road, EdinUP RIGHT TO THE
burgh) is very instructive for the
VERY LAST DROP!
beginner, but it's hardly going to
PEDIGREE
PAUL
spawn the next Alex Cox.
YOUNG.
IN TESTS,
Careers in the Film Industry,
EIGHT OUT OF TEN
going cheap in the sales and
OWNERS SAID THEIR
Tbin's, lists a mere eight colleges
RECORD COMPANIES
who run courses "in which practiPREFERRED
HARD
cal work in film and video constiCASH!"
tutes a major part". Not a single
one of these is a university, by the
way . Why not? Why does this university continue to accept 300
people per year to study English
Aha's video cost £100,000 to Literature and yet have nothing to
make . It was their first video and do with film? Most of us see the
it took then to No. 2 in the charts. Oscar-winning film each year, but
Paul Blyth of Channel 5, Edin- how manyof us read the Booker
However, the best fun is to be burgh's independent video pro- Prize winner?
had, as always , at the expense of duction company based at
· The sooner that c,pportunities
the Hard Sell crew. Now while Shandwick Place, can make you to .study in film and video nationthere is nothing on the video front one for less than three hundred wide are available, the better for
to match Jimmy Young's hysteri-, quid, and very good it will be too. us all.
cal pidgin English recitals for floor However, not only will it not get
Peter Carroll

Independents' Day

Now Martin Taylor may well be
Britain's leading jazz guitarist,
but that didn't stop his solo set
appearing lacklustre. Solo guitar,
like any other instrument, must be
-played with a certain something if
it is to stand on its own, and that
certain something just wasn't
there on Friday. To be fair, he was
much better when he joined
Sheila Jordan and the bass player
Harvie Schwartz on stage.
Sheila Jordan does indeed have
a remarkable voice, capable of
covering a great range, yet never
losing control. Yet all these attributes are overshadowed by her
incredible ability to improvise.
She is able to take old favourites
Inchworm and Body and Soul and

twist them beyond all recognition.
It allows her to nest melodies, one
inside the other. Most impressively it allowed her to improvise
whole songs out of chapters of her
autobiography and from lists of
famous jazz musicians ; it even
allowed her to introduce Martin
Taylor back into the set.
Although most of the songs ·
'played were quite old, the harmonies between bass and voice
had a particularly modern, discordant edge. Harvie Schwartz
showed the depth and variety
which can be achieved with this
combination. An excellent musician, he used just about every
technique possible, even using the
strings and body as congas. It was
not without good reason tha!
Sheila Jordan described him as a
"one-man symphony".
Well, I certainly won't be at the
Queen's Hall next Friday,
because the jazz isn't on . Instead,
Thursday at the Usher Hall sees
the most ideologically sound act
of the year. The black South African pianist, Abdullah Ibrahim
(Dollar Brand) will be playing
with his seven-piece band, Ekaya.
Be there or be square.
James Jazz

[ulse ·Pulse· Puls!
Well, folks, dare I say it,
but things would appear to be
looking up this week. Not only
the odd decent gig or three
but also hush-hush news of a
brand new live venue!!! How
can this be? Read on •.•

Abdullah Ibrahim who was formerly know as Dollar Brand. He is
appearing at the Usher H.all with
his band Ekaya and you can rest
assured that James Jazz will be
our man on the spot.
It would seem that Mr Peel too
has competition on Saturday with
Rather prominent around our those merry laddies, The· Jesus
fair city recently have -been some and Mary Chain, appearing that
rather mysterious posters bearing night at Glasgow Barrow/ands.
the words: THE EMPIRE Should be interesting to see how
STRIKES BACK. What could this long they play and if there will be
mean? Is it a belated appraisal of the customary riot afterwards.
our glorious victory in the South Also on Saturday is a Friends of
Atlantic almost three years ago? Palestine benefit at ·Potrerrow
Or has some well•informed person with We Free Kings.
foreseen Gibraltar as next on Mag·
Monday features young hopegie's list? Tory fortunes are Dag· fuls The Pastels holding court at
ging somewhat so another war The Place on Victoria Street whilst
would seem to be an option.
Tuesday night sees ·orchestral
Mais non, mes petites readers, I Manoeuvres in the Dark at the
can end such nonsensical specula- Playhouse, a once fine group who
tion right here and now: this is, in now seem to have lost their way
fact, Regular Music's oblique way somewhat.
of announcing the advent of their
On the Tube this Friday ou can
new live venue - the Empire -see A Certain Ratio, ljahman Levi
Theatre on Nicolson Street. It's and Belouis Some live in the
not officially announced yet, so studio. Arena on Tuesday, BBC2,
don't start queuing for tickets but definitely looks worth watching
once it is then you can rest assured with an investigation into the black
you'll be the last to know. Seri- ghetto music of Washington DC, a
ously, it does seem to be the answer city of gross contrasts between the
to the vacuum left by the Caley's grandeur of the White House and
incapacitation with the opening Congress and the abject poverty of
night featuring Steel Pulse, I the city's mainly black inhabitbelieve; .also The Cramps will be ants. Amongst others appearing
playing there in late March.
will be Chuck Brown and the Souf
Searchers and Trouble Funk.
All this and Texas too; maybe
The other big news of the week is
that the John Peel Roadshow things ain't so bad after all.
Keith Cameron
makes its now annual visit on
Saturday at Ch.ambers Street
Union. Live music comes from The
Styngrites (who would seem curThe Music Pages is always
rently to be in favour with the looking for new people to
Music Pages) and the Deaf Heights write reviews, features, help
Cajun Aces, but the real star of the
show is ol' Peelie himself. The with layout or general organiman's a treasure so do· go along sation. Anyone interested
should come down to the Stuand see him.
Stepping back in time a dent Offices at 48 The Plea·
couple of days, Thursday sees the sance, every Wednesday at
Red Wedge extravanganza at the 1.15 pm for the weekly music
Playhouse. suffice it to say that this meetings. It takes no jouris the only Scottish appearance of a
line-up that would leave most nalistic abilities whatsoever
promoters weak at the knees. (as you will doubtless have
However, Messrs Weller, Bragg realised) so let's see you all
and Co. are in competition that down there.
night with South African pianist
I
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Well Red~
Do pop inusic and politics mix? Can protest music change anyth' ? D
I h
·
· t
t h t ? w·
.. .
mg. o peop e ear angry
lyrics· or JUSi a ca cf Y ·une.
111 pohhc1ans listen anyway? In the fi t r t
· on
·
•
irs o a wo-part series
music as a orm o poht1cal protest, Keith Cameron investigates Red Wedg
II t'
f
·
·
·
·
t
t
th
T
·
e,
a
co
ec
1ve o
mus1c1ans
· h a1mmg
r
R od ge
w e , ones out and get Labour in · He di'scussed th e prospects ",or success wit one o e
edge s performers, Jimi Somerville of the Communards.
Today the Red Wedge tour
arrives in Edinburgh, a collection of musicians including
Paul Weller, BilJy Bragg, the
Communards and Junior
Giscombe, all with the aim of
involving young people in
politics and, more particularly, persuading those young
people to vote Labour at the
next general election.
Edinburgh is but one of seven
cities visited by Red Wedge on
this tour , London interestingly
not be ing one of them. It began on
Saturday in Manchester and from
there move d south to Cardiff the
next day, a nd it was before he
went on sta ge in C a rdiff that I
spoke to Jimi Somerville of the
Communards about his involvement in Red Wedge . Had the first
night been a s uccess? " Oh . yes , it
was great. the a udience we re fan1tast ic - eve rything was just bril1,ant ! It sta rted with Billy Bragg.
then it was the Style Council, then
LI\, the n Junior , and at the end we
all got together and play three
songs. "
A fea ture of this Red Wedge
tour are the day events held in the
afternoo n before each gig , the
Asse mbly Rooms being the venue
for Ed inburgh 's session of open
deba te be tween young people,
local politicians and the Red Wedgers the mse lves ; Jimi was equally
enthusiastic about the response in
Mancheste r to this.
"Yes, it went really well. We
got nearly 300 people there and
they had to lock the doors." Jimi is
clea rl y ve ry excited about the
entire project. How did he get
involved ?
_" Richard and I were playing a
Nicaragua benefit at the Brixton
Academy and Billy Bragg happened to be there. After the show
he approached us and asked us if
we'd be interested in becoming
part of Red Wedge. And of
· course, being a member of the
Labour Party, l was really keen.
Not th at we' re all in the Labour
Party , although I am. Red Wedge
doesn't so . much work for the

AC/DC
Playhouse

AC/DC are one of the few constants in rock. Regardless of
current fashion, hairstyles.
and music trends they're
always bashing out those
same old riffs and chords.
t\,nd so at the Playhouse last
Week. The trousers mayno
longer be flares but the material is stil denim.
Old men playing old songs?
Yes, but this was still a hugely
en1oyable, if somewhat bizarre,
affair, providing one didn't ta.ke it
too seriously. Most of' tl\e audience, howe;ver, seemed to be takmg AC/DC very seriously indeed
and anything I say is going to have
no effect on them whatsoever.
The heavy metal fan is a curious
beast to b'itsure:ana~crearlyas a

Labour Party as work with the
Labour Party. Hopefully we can
provide a real input for young
people's ideas into the party,
to make the people at the top take
notice. "
Could Jimi have forseen him-

Tom -

Glad to be Red.

,elf as part of such an
unashamedly political exercise as
Red Wedge whilst a member of
Bronski Beat'
.. Aaa · · Probably not. .. says
Jimi after a moment's pause.
"Every gig I've done with Richard
has been a benefit for some cause
or another. That almost never
happened with Bronski Beat who
are much more concerned with
the commercial aspect of the pop
business. I'm much happier with
the a rrangement now. "
But why should Red Wedge be
different from any of the previous
music/politics fusions that gave us
a bright flame of inspi ratio n , only
to fade away again, such as Rock
Against Racism? What is it's role
in the labour movement? Jimi is
encouragingly direct on this point.
.. , think that Red Wedge can
help demystify pop stars and politics . We hope to set up workshops
where pop stars can show
youngsters how to play a synthesizer or something like that.
We 've got to get rid of this strange
halo of mystery that surrounds
pop stars. As for politics. the
problem is that for many workingclass people politics seems irrelev, ant to their lives, they don't see
themselves as bemg involved. So
this an attempt to present politics

as interesting and important to
young people."
There are some people who
attack Red Wedge and similar
exercises as merely preaching to
the converted. What would Jimi
say to them?
"It's really disheartening to
hear that shit from people on the
far-Left like Militant and the SWP
- you expect it fro m the Tory
press. I don 't think it's preaching
to the converted at all. There are
loads of people coming to these
gigs because they 've seen that
Paul Weller, Billy Bragg etc are
playing - it sounds like a great
concert. Then. once at the concert
they pick up some literature and
maybe think, ·Hey, maybe there's
something more to this. But we' re
not overdoing the literature at the
gigs, because if you thrust it down
people's throats it has no effect.
People have got to want to think
about politics - you can ' t force
them:·
_Jimi enthuses about the great
. sp,rn amongst a ll those performing. As a socialist. does he think
he will benefit as a result of this
experience·'

~ichard and Jimi Communand surveying the wreckage of the Thatcherite state.

music for many years. The full bill them once thev are in ...
at Edinburgh- Billy Bragg, Paul
The Red Wedge is on the right
Weller and Mick Talbot. The lines. If the Tories get you down.
Communards, Junior Giscombe like the Red Wedgers sav.
Tom Robinson , Run Rig, MC DON'T GET MAD - - GET
- •.
Lorna Gee and DJ Jerry Dam- ORGANISED.And get to the
mers - is impressive both in its Plavhouse tonight. eclecticism a nd the obvious comKeith Cameron
mitment of those involved. It is
not tied to any political party. its
only connection with the Labour
Party being a temporary office at
~.
Labour HQ. Some of the proceeds of the Red Wedge tour will
go towards providing separate
premises.
It will have to keep this initial
.Junior - Ecstatic to be Red.
momentum going. where its predecessors failed. It should guard
-well, speaking as a gay man I against unintentionally pat;onisthink it can only be for the good if ing its intended audience. At
people see me aligned with people worst it will hopefully persuade
like Paul Weller and Billy Bragg. those who , like Billy Bragg. did
Hopefully, young gays in the audi- not vote a t the last election ence will take note of that because because they think it's somehow
THE WORLD OF ARTS
it's vital that they should not feel uncool - to turn out and vote at
for a world of difference
isolated in society, especially the next one. And at best' Well.
these days."
as Jimi Somerville sa-id to me
Red Wedge is the most positive before leaving: --10 get the Labour
and exciting fusion of politics and Party in and then keep an eye on '
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non-afficionado I missed the point
completely. It's not meant to be
funny but it was the best laugh I'd
had in ages, and that's not necessarily a criticism.
· You see, an AC/DC gig is really
tremendous value for money. If
for some reason the band cease to·
be funny - and such occasions
did occur- then there's that audience to keep one amused,
although there is always the nagging thought that one shouJd be
crying rather than laughmg. Your
· typical AC7DC diehard 1s male (I
saw only four women during the
entire evening), has long hair,
wears the latest official tour Tshirt for which he, has just shelled
out £10 in the foyer, wears training shoes and seemingly longs for
a two-foot long penis; either that
or he dreams of being Angus
Young's guitar.
Now it does not take long to
realist;, that.this Angu~ chap is t bit 1 - - g,-a-p-h-ic_:_R_o_r_y_M_a_c_b_e-th_ __,_
of a star. The crowd chant his

name , not the band's and he
cavorts gleefully around the stage.
all the time playing the same riff.
admittedly playing it very well.
Angus is dressed in a school
uniform , doubtless some oblique
Freudian link with his fans desire
to act like twelve year olds ten
years on. But it would seem that
Angus does not like ·his uniform
very much as halfway during the
dreadful Jailbreak he begins to
take it off. Without wishing to be
cruel, Angus looks repulsive without his shirt and the brief flash of
his bottom was quite sufficient
thank you very much. but
nevertheless. this coy piece of
striptease got the audience going
like nothing else. It seemed churlish to suggest to the bloke next to
me, almost wetting himself over
Angus· buttocks, that he wasn't
the macho lad he has aspirations
to be and that he is , in fact. a raving p_oofter. He was clearly happy

- ' as were the other 3UOU in the knowledge that Angus had
a pair just like him. The girl in
front of me looked distinctly
unmoved by Angus· buttocks. I
might add. so maybe she knew
something the others didn't.
But talk about the music. man.
the music, I hear you cry. Well.
excepting the two songs that
lasted fifteen minutes - only to
accommodate Angus· excesses AC/DC offered some very spi-'
rited R ·n · B. played very loud
although I was hoping for louder.
Back in Black, Highway 10 Hell
a nd the especially wonderful You
Shook Me All Night Long a re
ruthlessly irrestable, although the
legendary Whole Lotta Rosie was
not quite the apocalyptic experience I had expected, and For
Those About to Rock, was a fairly
limp note on which to end . Still,
great fun all the same.
D. C. Bon-Scott
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SCREAMING NOBODIES:
Burger King
A nice idea. Elvis Presley is
the Burger King. The perfect
symbol of America, pure sex,
bloated,
gloated
and
debauchecf. The Hooch's hippest band. What could go
wrong? This record is boring,
each of the songs sounds like a
B-side. Nothing outstanding.
or exciting apart from the
occasional sixties bass riff. It
all sounds two years out of
date, tastefully dated but
dull. I can't see what the other
Elvis sees in them.

KICK REACTION:
Stopping To Speak
The Precious Organisation's first release after 18
months of press attention.
This record is supposed to be
in 'The Great Tradition Of
British Pop', achieved 'by
using enticing melodies, classic pop structures and brilliant arrangements'. This
record makes Barry Manilow
seem outrageous and avant
garde, bland Radio 2 pap. We
wait in fevered indifference
for the next Precious single by
Goodbye Marvin Gargoyle.

THE STYNGRITES:
Baby's Got A Brand
New Brain
Wild rock 'n' roll full of
shit-hot licks and big twangy
geetars from the kings of
schlock and roll? NO!
Smooth, polished, upbeat
THE BLAZING APOSTLES power pop! This band are the
It's So Easy
Merton Parkas in disguise!
A
cliche-ridden
rock. Shake It Up! would be a failed
record, grey and dull.
mod anthem if this was 1980.
Admittedly Dogfish is almost
Duane Eddy on speed but this
lot ride Vespas not Triumphs!
SONIC YOUTH:
Flowers/Halloween

Support the power of women
Use the power of men
Support the flower of woman
Use the word:
Fuck
The word is love
A cheap, tacky, xeroxed
picture of a topless calendar
girl adorns the cover. The
sound of bones cracking, nails
screeching
down
a
blackboard, an express train,
closer and closer. A woman
intones the words, spits Fuck.
Rough Trade refused to
handle the record because of
the cover, claiming it was
·
sexist. I don't know.
Halloween, a song as bleak
as Look Back In Anger. The
rain slashing my window,
heavy and dark, no one in the
house and the floorboards
creak. A single light bulb and
bare walls, suffocated by
sand. The sound of the dead.
The rope that binds us sets us
free.

DARK SABLE:
You Understand
Nice! A wistful girl's voice.
The theme tune to Holiday '86
or those bits on Channel 4,
between programmes when
they've run out of adverts.
Cute synth-pop.

BAKE!:

Get Up - Get Out
Sophisticated,
electro,
HiNRG dance music. Fun in a
Benny Hill kind of way.
Andrew Tully

MARILLION
Playhouse

Marillion have changed a none of their older songs would be
lot since I last saw them play recognised and were obliging
live. Once they delivered dull enough to play all of them (four)
songs with life and energy and in exactly the same form as they
were, on balance, worth appear on record. They then got
seeing for a giggle. Now their straight down to the only thing
performance on stage bears a most people appeared to be there
for and played the new album
much closer association to
· Misplaced Childhood in it;
their albums, which have entirety, without any break at all.
always sounded as if they One of the many problems with
were written by the same this extraor.di'narily dull piece of
people who work on the Fiat music is that the surprisingly brilliant Kayleigh comes right at the
production line.
Having said that, it must be
admitted that Steve (the one that
looks like , a doped sack of
potatoes) did prove the existence
of his legs 'by emerging from
behind the right-hand stage curtain. This is the first time in five
years of touring that he has done
this, though I don't suppose any_of
tonight's audience would realise
that history was being made
before their eyes as half of them
looked as if they hadn't been born
five years ago.
The group obviously realised

THESHAMEN
Chambers Street Union

Listening to Arthur Lee
Records . . . making all your
friends feel so guilty about
their cynicism.
The Shamen do not make me
feel quilty about being cynical.
Formerly Alone Again Or, they
have wisely changed their name
and their sound. Unfortunately
they have adopted piecemeal the
sounds of (amongst others The
Cure, Banshees, Psychadelic Furs
and The Smiths.
They are certainly versatile

start and after that you've no
reason at all to stay awake.
Following this lengthy ordeal
we moved onto the encores; not;
that the "full official set" only contained five songs. Here they
played us Market Square Heroes
just to show that they haven't
deserted their original fans.
It was, however, a wasted gesture as none of their original fans
were there, so the audience all
went out to phone daddy for a lift
home , muttering, "What was that
last song called?"
Colin Marr.

plagiarists, the ability of the singer
to change his vocal style with
every song is initially impressive,
but does give the band a sort of
'Alternative Stars on 45' quality.
Similarly the technical ability of
the musicians was disturbingly
high . It was quite amusing actually to see such professional
expertise and expensive equipment arrayed before forty or so
bemused spectators.
The Shamen unfortunately
have no redeeming features or
ideas of their own to raise any
interest. I had to listen to 'Send
Me A Lullaby' again just to
restore my faith in music.
Tom Lappin
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Workaholics and sunseekers
Interested in working abroad this summer? It's necessary
to organise a job now. Andrew Sparrow looks at the
options available to students and two experienced workers
describe their summer spent in a kibbutz and in America.
If you want to work abroad this
summer , now is the time to apply .
Obvio usly, fo r a nyone with a
rucksack , a ticket to Calais and a
mixture of luck , hope and initiative, the oppo rtunities are endless . But here are some of the
obvious choices.

Kibbutz work
Outside E urope, Israel and
America are ve ry accessible to
anyone looking for a summer job.
You can work as a volunteer on a
ki bbutz or a mis huv in Israel.
They are both types of workern'
co-operatives, a ltho ugh on a m1shuv the workers own their o wn
machinery. T he vo lunteers are
expected to work ha rd up to eight
hours per day fo r six days per
week . They receive free food and
accommodation a nd a small allowance.
You do no t apply directly to a
kibbutz but to the o ffi cial recruitment agency Kibbutz Representati~es. The private agencies, Gi's
Travel and Worldwide Student
Travel, also arrange placements.
The kibbutz will not pay for your
flight which will be about £200
return.

Spain only. If that sounds tame
the Club 18-30 are looking for
"outgoing and extrovert personalities" for their holidays in
Greece and Portugal. Couriers
must speak one of these languages
and are expected to develop " a
more intense and personal
relationship with their clients than
is normally expected " . Whatever
that may mean , they receive £80
per month, which included free
accommodation .
You do not have to speak a
foreign language to work for a
holiday firl}l. NAT Holidays

are normally cooking a nd looking
after children and au pairs expect
to receive pocket-money and time
off. The jobs are now difficult to
get , but all the agencies listed
have a minimum two-month work
period .
,
The grape-picking se ason runs
from the end of September to the
middle of October. The hours are
long and the work is physically
arduous . But food and accommodation a re free and you can earn·
about £10 per d ay. If you are in
France you can look for work on
the spot , but Concordia and Vaca-

allows yo u to ge t a work permit
and find your own job. Many
people are put off by the paperwork since to qualify you must
either arrange a job in adva nce or
else get written proof that someone in the States will look after
you in case of emergency. About
half the people on the scheme
arrange a job in a dvance. The rest
mostly find a job in the first week .
The jobs are ofte n in catering but
people have worked as a masseuse
in Chicago or as a private detective in New Jersey. With their
earnings the students pay fo r their
flight. "The sche me relie• heavily

Where to apply
Holiday Firms
Canvas Holidays Ltd., Courie r
Department A, Ball Plain .
Hertford, Herts SG 14 JOY .
Eurocamp
Travel
Ltd. ,.
Edmindson House , T alton Street ,
Knutsford , Cheshire WA16 6BJ .
Keycamp Holidays , 92 Lind
Road , Sutton , Surrey SM3 4PL.
NAT Holidays Ltd. , Holiday
House , Domestic Road, Leeds
LS126HR.
PGL Young Adventure Ltd., 874
Station Street , Ross-on-Wye.

BUNAC 's Work America programme appealed to me because it
seemed to offer a ·1ot of freedom, yet with the security of having an
organisation behind me if anything went wrong. The programme
arranges for students to get a work permit for the States for three
months, allowil.,: them to look for jobs after arriving in the country.
I decided to go to Washington DC, as it is halfway between the people
. I had to visit, and it has a lot to offer the visitor, with plenty of museums,
galleries memorials etc. I hoped that the strong tourist trade would mean
there would be a lot of seasonable work available.
I booked into the -Youth Hostel in DC, and found about eight other
EVPers there, which was great, as we could all support each other. It
took most people a couple of days to a week to find jobs, as the American
students had been on holiday for a month, and most of thw rok was
taken. I was lucky, and found a waitressing juob after three hours of
walking to places and asking, This was the most effective way of job
hunting. I earned around $200 a week, which sounds a lot, but is really
quite a low wage . Everything was a lot more expensive: usually two to
three times the British price.
Finding so.mewhere to live became a big problem, as I could only
afford cheap accommodation, and DC has very high rents. I eventually
found a room in a boarding house, through university housing lists. It
was $275 a month all inclusive, which was very cheap for the area. I
enjoyed my time in DC, and I found the Americans very open, welcoming and friendly, Getting to know people over there i~ no problem.
After working for two months, I travelled north with another EV Per
to New England, then went south on my ~wn. Travellin' can ~ done
fairly cheaply in the States, as tfie two mam bus compames, Tra1lways
and Greyhound , both have cheap bus passes. We used the Trailways
Many camping ho liday firms
passes which allowed us to travel as far as we liked in 24 hours for only
$10, about £8. There are also Youth Hostels in most major towns, so
employ students as couriers.
Their main task is to pre pare tents
.
accommodation is quite cheap as well.
for customers, but they arc also
In retrospect, I should not have done my first travelli.ng for such a long
expected to deal with any probperiod. The experience was slightly marred as I worried far too much.
The next time I would make sure I had either a job a placeto live before
lems, such as illness or car brea kI left. Howev~r, I would not have missed the trip. I felt I had achieved
downs. The cou rie rs live in large
something and would recommend Work America to anyone.
frame tents o n site, which are protion
Work
International
arrange
recruit people to work as ba.r sta.ff
Jill 1\llacPhf'rS<>n
'
vided by the fi rms. The re are no
or groundsmen on camp sites in jobs from this country. Vacation
fixed hours and the workload is
Work
will even arrange travel , by on your own initiative , but conHerefordsiti,e HR9 , RH .
generally small ( two or three
France . Like camp site couriers
coach, to the vineyards.
Tops Holidays, Old Gloucester
sequently can be very rewarding.
hours per day) but they are
they receive about £50 per week
Road, Ross-on-Wye HR9 5PL.
expected to be o n call taking care
and free accommodation .
Club 18-30 Holidays Ltd .. (Overof proble ms.
seas Department), Academic
Can vas
H olidays
and
House, 24-28 Oval Road. London
If you want more information
Eurocamp are the biggest firms.
about working abroad, there are
NW! 7DE.
Most of their ca mps are in France,
Summer camps are an Ameri- several books on the subject .
but they also ha ve sites in Spain ,
can institution. The children have Summer lobs Abroad 1986 (ed .
Youth Hostels
Italy and G e rmany . Couriers
YHA Head Office, Trevelyan
must speak o ne of these languages
Working for a holiday firm , you a continuous programme of David Woodworth. £4 .95) is the
House , St Albans . Herts.
at A-level o r equivalent. They are will spend most of your time with activities in an outdoor, boy scout most popular and the most useful.
paid about £50 per week and are British people . IC you want to environment while their parents Taking each country separately it
Au Pair Agencies
employed for abo ut two and a half learn more about a country or its presumably enjoy a proper holi- lists orgnaisations or agencies that
months . Key Camp are a smaller "language , you may _find it eas!er day. British counsellors look after might employ you there . If you
Home From Home. I4LongLane.
firm and have sites in France and working as an au pair. l;he duties . the kids throughout the day , they want to work in a hotel it also
Hillingdon. Middlesex UB!O
take charge of activities as well as names individual hotels that are
OAL.
Working on a kibbutz can be very hard physical work. But it is also eating with the kids and sleeping
Students Abroad, Elm House, 216
looking for staff . There are useful
good fun, and hopefully on most kibbutzin you get a ~alance of each. in a dormitory with them. To
The
Avenue,
Hatch
End,
chapters at the end on visa
Work begins as early as 4.00-4.30 am in the south during the su~mer,
work as a counsellor you must requirements and discount travel Middlesex HAS 4EN.
and S.00-5.30 am in the north. Although you only have to work six and have some skill which you can
UK & Overseas Domestic & au
agencies.
a hal fho1,1rs at the most, it is six days a week, and everyon~ is expect~
teach at. a basic level, such as
Summer Jobs Abroad says Pair Agency Ltd., Suiet 24, Trent
lo turn up every day, unless they are practically dying. Peel~ng ma~nellc sport, drama or a handicraft..
nothing about the United States. House, 87 Regent Street. London
cores for electrical transformers is not a particularly . enhg~temng or
The camps also employ mainte- which is covered by the /986 Sum- WIR 7HF.
stimulating way to spend the daY,, nor is crawling along a 200-metre row nance staff to work in the kitch- mer Employment Directory of the
iri the blazing sunshine planting melon seeds, but don't be put off by the
ens, the laundry or on the United States (ed. Rand Raggeb- Grape-picking
grounds . The work is hard, up to ery, £6 .95). This lists individual Concordia, 8 Brunswick Place,
thought of the hard work.
·
Every evening is party night and literally anything g111;5, Be prepared
ten hours per day, but they can employers in all fifty states , as Hove, Sussex BW3 !ET.
use the camp facilities and they well as saying which accept Vacation Work International , 9
lo drop all inhibitions conventions, prejudices and anything else you can
think of. But reO:ember, whilst nursing your hang~ver, that
receive more pocket-money than foreign applicants. This would be
Park End Street. Oxford OX!
dehydration js a major problem in temperatures of :io"C plus. Of course the counsellors . Equally they do useful if you are applying to the
IH3.
not
have
to
deal
with
kids.
it is not perfect all the time, and sometimes you will p~oba~ly h~te !he
Bunac Work Amenca progKibbutz
You can apply for these posi- ramme .
place, especially when the work is exceptionally bonng, i.e. picki,ng
melons or sorting dates, but these moments are adeq~at~ly m~de up for through
Bunac and . Ca"!p
Work Your Way Around the Kibbutz Representatives , IA
Accommodation Road, Golders
by the enjoyment of the rest of the time. The lifestyle IS mcred~bly ~y • America. Bunac have a university World (ed. Susan Griffith, £5 .95)
everything is provided for you - meals, food, acco~moda~ion, tnps branch which meets at the Plea- is the guide to doing just that. It 1s Green, London NWI I.
Air Travel Ltd. , 72A Gloucester
sance on Mondays, Wednesdays packed with interesting advice on
out, sports facilities, bar, disco, r.Jms etc., and most kibbutzim hav~ a
subsidised shop selling beer for about lSp a bottle, vodka and arak which
and Fridays from 1-2 pm . The everything from working as an air Place, London WI 3HN.
Worldwide Student Travel ltd. ,
you have to be dying to drink, and cigarettes for lOp a packet. If you sta~ camp pays for your flight and courier to fleecing a conman.
loo long you do start to vegetate because of the lack of any sort of men ta
gives you pocket-money, but you
Most of this is irrelevant to a stu- 38/39 Stove Street, London WCI.
are advised to take more money , dent with only three months holiactivity, and of course not everyone finds it is for them, but ~n the who:e
Summer Camps
·at least £150, since after the nineit is regarded as one of the best ways to spend a few months m the .sun.
day . Leave it until you are made
BUNAC, 232 Vauxhall Bridge
th
week
camp
you
have
a
month
free
Some of tlie kibbutzim are very isolated out in th~ desert ~r m e
redundant.
Road, London SW! V IAV .
Golan Heights, but whilst on the kibbutz ~r ai:ter leavm.g there is plenty
to travel.
Camp America , Dept VW, 37
Bunac
also
operate
a
scheme
of opportunity to travel around Israel, which IS a beautiful countryAs.hl
Next week: Summer Jobs at home . Queen's Fare , London SW7 .
.
Kate
ey called _'York An:ieri~~- which

Where to look
for work

Au pairs and
grape-picking

,Summer Camps
in America

Read on ...
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Linsey's meal ticket to Pollock·
With the thirteenth Commonwealth Games due to take place.
in Edinburgh in six months time, preparations are already
underway by many top athletes. Former Olympic and Commonwealth Games medallist Linsey Macdonald is no exception, of being a final year at Edinburgh University. Devin
Scobie spoke to Linsey last week and discussed her athletics
success so far, and her hopes for this year's Commonwealth
Games.
Dunfermline-born Linsey first
came into the public eye after she
was one of Britain's successful
bronze medal winning 4x400m
relay team in the 1980 Olympics in
Moscow. She went on to repeat
her medal winning success in the
1982 Brisbane Commonwealth
Games. A .leg injury prevented
her from taking part in the 1984
Olympics, but she feels now that
she will be fully fit and well
enough to compete in this summer's Games.
"After having the problem with
injury I had an operation on my
leg and since then I've come back.
I've had a couple of years now
continuous training, and I think I
just had a bad stage. Hopefully
now I'm over the injuries problem , but I can only wait and see
just what happens ."
Full time training for the Edinburgh Games js taking up an ever

mcreasmg amount ot Lmsey's
time. Six days a week , twice a day ,
which prequently means six or
seven hours a· day in gym work or
running practice. Like other
athletes, Linsey Macdonald's
main concern at the moment is
simply getting the initial selection
to compete in the Games.
"The selection won't take place
until about five or six weeks
before the Games at the earliest,"
she explains. "It's usually very ,
-very late-probably. late June and of course the Games start
right after the selections. This
year it could even be as late as
early July before selections are
made. But that's certainly my
main aim, to get selection first. If
I was successful, then I'd think
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that's a situation that can ever be.
There are always going to be some
people that combine the two , and
that is very wrong. " From her OWI)
experience of the 1980' .Olympics
· in Moscow, Linsey knows that the
Olympic Games tend to be more
political than an event like the
Commonwealth Games.

wouldn't say that I mixed totally
then I didn't really make any
effort to."
The 1982 Commonwealth
Games in Brisbane, Australia , are
another landmark in Linsey's
career so far. In terms of enjoyment , she enjoyed those Games
as muGh as Moscow, although she

Superstore shortly before Christmas , where she ended up wrapping Wellington boots in Christmas paper with the pop group
Slade! She discussed how a fair
degree of public attention has
affected her life.
"After the last Commonwealtf
Games, and okourse the Moscow
Olympics, there was quite a lot of
that sort of attention. In way J
quite enjoyed it, but it puts a lot of
pressure on you. It tends to.come
.and go in waves. If I compete in a race and do reasonably
well suddenly you. get all the
media attention and then it dies
down again. It's something I don't
really think about. If it's there it's
there, and if it's not, then it's not."
It did not take long after Moscow for her to find out how busy
her life could be a result of her
'strong athletics reputation. Right
through unviersity , she's found it
very difficult to combine not only ,
studies and athlete training, but
.also a fair level of public commitments as well. "I get asked to do a .
lot of charity things , and throughout university if I'd done everying
I'd been asked by people then I
wouldn 't have had time to complete my studies!"
Being a member of Pittreavie
Amateur Athletics Club, Linsey
Macdonald competes regularly
for and with them. Her club is part
of a major British League , and
accordingly , there are no shortage
of opportunities to compete in
between the major competitions
which occur once every four
years , or so.
Inevitably by next January, the
Thirteenth
Commonwealth
Games will already be a distant
memory -in the , porting world.
The three short weeks of the
Games will already have been
overtaken by the city of Edinburgh 's annual international Festival, this year celebrating its fortieth anniversary. The eyes of the
sporting world will already have
turned towards the 1988 Olympic
Games, what sort of future does
Linsey Macdonald see for her own
athletics c areer?
"I must admit tliat I tend not to
look so (ar in advance specifically.
I can see myself competing for
qui tea few years yet and hopefully

about building up the iraining
more for the Games. But l think
this whole season is a sort of build
up for it all. "
Successful athletes will all stay
in the Games village which, for
the Edinburgh Games , will be
Pollock Halls of Residence. Most
of the newer Pollock Houses were
specifically built to house the 1970.
Commonwealth Games village.
Even competitors who live . in
Edinburgh, like Linsey Macdonald , will be required to stay in
the ~pecially refurbished Pollock
Halls. She explains that all the
athletes, and all the "sports
people" will be expected to stay in
the Games village. "Just because
It's Scotland, you can't have,
people dotted round their own
homes! The village brings more of
a sort of team spirit into it , an_d it
means that there can be more
organisation everywhere."
As an Edinburgh student, however, Linsey admits that she
already knows Pollock Halls fairly
well. "I've never actually stayed
there myself," she adds, "but I
have visited it quite a lot and i've •
got a lot of friends· and people l"
know staying there." She recokons that the Scottish team will be
staying in Brewster House , one of
the two normally self-catering
houses on the Pollock site.
A relaxed Linsey, obviously at
home on a familiar subject, chats
at length about the Friendly
Photo: Michael Longstaffe
Games. Sport, she says, is about Linsey Macdonald training six days
friendship, and if the Games can a week in readiness for the Games.
help bring people together
through the common medium of
Linsey brings up the subject of was competing under totally diffesport, then it is great.
the 1980 Moscow Olympics, rent circumstances. The Olympics
undoubtedly the event which mae tend to be "very much more of a
her something of a household serious" son ,of event; something
name in Scotland after she was a Linsey Macdonald attributes to
member of Britain's successful · the inclusion of the Eastern block
medal!winning relay team. Look- countries. "I think that tends to
XIII COMMONWEAI.JH GAMES
ing back six years, what does she make competition very serious,
and you know that it is very strinremember of it all?
"In some cases I remember it
But like many maj~r ;porting
events nowadays, the 1986 Com- really well, in other cases it does
monwealth Games in Edinburgh seem like such a very long time
has been · hit by its fair share of ago which in fact it is now. It is cerpolitical crises. Not least an appa- tainly one of my most memorable
rent lack of enthusiasm on the athletic events, and I think it
part of the Labour controlled Dis- always will be. I remember all my
trict Council to inject any large .races there, but surely the single
level of funding towards the most memorable time was when I
Games. Linsey Macdonald takes was standing on the rostrum and
a generally detached view ot · we received our medal for the 4x
-such
arguments,
preferring· 400. "
instead to leave sport to the
Describing the Moscow atmosathletes and the political argu- phere was not an easy answer.
ments to those who ·were elected Linsey admits being awe-struck
to conduct them . As an athlete , by the whole occasion. Every
though, she cannot help but admit thing was so big, and so new to her
there was a time when there was as most Olympic standard athletes
genuine cause for concern over have had the experience of an
the future of the Games. She event like the Commonwealth or
msey s goa - the mish line at the
believes now that everything, in European Games beforehand. Commonwealth Stadium,
·
the best tradition, will go She admits she lacked the practi- gent." , . .
.
. I'm nowhere near my peak at the
cal experience of big international
,moothly.
Lmsey_ will be the fust to admit moment. My aim is really to
Sport and politics must inevita- meetings prior to Moscow.
that success at the M?scow Olym- improve all the Hme , and c~rry on
"It was all very big and exciting pies changed her hfe. She has . enjoying athletics. That s the
bly clash when the desperate
the experience really was gaine_d an exc~llent reputation in main thing really. Whatever happolitical problems of South Africa are considered. Linsey's feelings something I'll always remember. Scottish athletics, and as a result pens during the build-up towards
about sporting links with South The actual atmosphere of compether name has b.ecome known- the year's Games, · and during
Africa are surprisingly stro~g ing in a stadium ;with so many throughout the country. Her most them will probably determine
Sport ·and politics should be kept people and in such a big and pre- recent national television appear- what do afterwards."
apart, even here , she says. "The stigious event is just fabulous. We ance was as a guest on Saturday
·
·
fact is they never are, but ideally lived in the athletics village, just
like we would do at any Games ,
they should."
Tignes Competition: prize draw at 1.30
"I think that sports and politics and I managed to meet a lot of
should be separated totally. But Russian athletes and people of pm, Friday 31st January. Name of winner
over South Africa I don't think many other nationalities. I

J

will be announced in next week's Student.

Host to the Commonwealth
The crowds wjll be arriving in Edinburgh earlier this summer as the city is once again hosting
the Commonwealth Games. Kate Ashley writes about the organisation of the Games - the
venues being modernised, the jobs that are available and the funding.
The Commonwealth Games
are to be he ld from the 24th July
to the 2nd August this year. This'
will be the first time the Games
have bee n he ld in the same city
twice , and a lthough an un<;>rthodox move o n behalf of t he
Games Federation , is logica l in
that recession has seen to it that it
is no longer feasiable to undertake
massively expensive building

spanning the entire period from
the 17th July to the 2nd August.
There will also be a full day of
traditiona l Highland Games at
·Meadowbank Stadium , he ld in
aid of the Commonwealth Games
Appeal, which will attract competitors from all over the Commonwealth .
This year's Games will also be a
" first" in that it is the first time

Meadowba nk Stadium , which
cost £,I million each. It has also
rebuilt the velodrome at a cost of
£400,000 .
Money wi l! a lso come from the
Royal Co mm onwealth Appeal by
public fund-raising. The appeal
has ra ised £ I million in cash
a lready, with a ta rget of£ 1.5 million . The Scottish autho rities,
including Edi nburgh and G lasgow , have provided £150 ,000 , and
Council
Lothian
Regional
£250,000 plus such things as computing and archit ectural services .

Fund-raising

progra mmes in d iffe re nt cities
every fo ur yea rs. In 1970 Edinburgh was host city to the Gam es,
· and it was a fte r these Ga mes that
the te rm "Frie ndly G a mes" arose ,
as relations a mo ng the compet itors we re so conge nial. 1970
was also the first yea r th e Queen
was a spectato r. a nd that ye ar
more countries a nd competitors
participated th a n e ver before.
The 1986 games are expected to
be as successful as the I 970
Games. a long with the Open golf
and the Festiva l, the Games wi ll
draw many visitors to Edinburgh
th is summer. Running alongside
the G a mes will be a Festival of
Arts a nd Cul t ure o rganised by the
Commonwealth Institute , making
a mus·1ca·1 sta rt one week before
the sporti ng events begin and

The Ro ya l Ba nk of Scot land
Swimming Club he ld a n event
named Splash '86 . This was a
marathon swimming re lay with
601 teams of six peo ple. It lasted
two days and bro ke the world
record for the la rgest sum of·
money ra ised: £85.000. Th e competitors had some 70 ,000 spo nsors
from all over Scotla nd, so many
individuals can fe el that t he y pe rsonally have contributed something to the Games.
The Games Orga ni sing Committee has appointed a professional fund-raisin g co nsortiutn.
combining the e xpe rtise of
accountants Arthur Young . and
Saatchi ? Saatchi Compton Subsidiary . the C rawford Halls
there has bee n substantial comAdvertising Ag ency. (Arthur
mercial backing. This is essentia l
Young was the co mpany responsito maintain standa rds, and is a lso
hle for raising money for the Los
aimed at developing amateur
Ange les O lympics.)
sports generally. Previo usly the ·
The 1986 Carnes a re expected
Games were fu nded by central
and loca l gove rnment. However. 10 be the biggest ever. with excess
Edi nburgh's first Labour Counci l of 2,500 competitors and officials ,
has somewhat different priorities compared" with 2 . 143 a t the Bristo previous councils and is not bane Games in 1982 . Forty-five
Commonwealth countries wi ll be
prepared to subordinate entire ly tkaing part. and half a million visinterests such as public transport itors are expected. In addition . an
or improving poor housing to the
estimated one billion will watch
Games. The council has provided and follow the Games through the
£4 million. including new e lec- media. Canada.1'iew Zea land and
tron ic timing scoreboards for the
Australia have bought over 120
Royal Commonwea lth Pool a nd

hou rs of live Games coverage. A
broadcast ing Earth Station is
being constructed at Gorgie to
transmit Games coverage direct
via satellite to various countries
who buy the time.

The events

super-heavyweight event in boxing. ,
The Games obviously require a
great deal of orga nisation a nd a
lot o f ma npower. To run smoothly
approximately 4,500 volunteers
are needed to help the experts.
Volunteers can choose when they
wa nt to work and fow how many
days. Jobs include driving courtesy cars, a nd acti ng as messenge rs or hose and hostesses . It is
necessary for anyo ne who wants
to volunteer to li ve within tra ve lling distance as no transport or
overnight accommodation is provided. Lo ts more vo lun tee rs arc
still needed. and anybody of any
age is welcome to participate. Of
course. you don·1 get paid. but
maybe you cou ld do it out o f love
for your country? The person to
contact is Jim Syme. Voluntee r
Pe rsonne l Section. Co mmo nwea lth Office. Canning Stree t.

There a re ten different events,
with ten venues. mostly in o r near
Edinburgh. The athletics a nd the
badminton will be he ld at
Meadowbank Stadium, and the
ccycling at the velodrome the re.
The Roya l Commonwea lth Pool
will be used fo r the swi mming
eve nts. and
the Playhouse
Theatre for the weightl ifti ng and
wres tling.
Different shooting
events will be held at Barry Buddo n , 70 miles fro m Edinburgh ;
Kippen , 45 miles away .; and Ash
Lagoons , 5 miles away , and the
University's
Pleasa ncc
gymnasium. The lngli ston Exhibition
Centre will be us~d for the box ing
and the Ba lgrec n Bowling Ce ntre
fo r th e bowling. Th e rowing is to
ta ke place in St rathclyde Country
Pa rk . 35 miles Edinburgh. The
de mon stratio n psort. judo, will
take pl ace at Meadowbank. but
ca noe ing has been dropped
altogethe r this yea r. The Games
include a number of firsts for

The ticke rs for the ·Game, arc
on sale from the Tick e r Office . 22
Marke t Street. On ly mail orde r

women this year . with the first
women's I0.000 metres. bowls
synchronised swimming
and
events. There is also the first
women's· marathon. to be run
simultaneously with the men ·s.
but with staggered starts. T his
year sees the inclusion of the

sa les are available until 2nd Jun e.
To buy tickets you can write to or
visit the office. to obtain a ticker
planner and booking forms. Ticket prices rnage from £ 1-£2 for
hears a nd £6-£16/£20 fo r the
Opening Ceremony and at hletics
finals.

Buying
your tickets

"First" for
Games

Ane Satire of the Three Estates

her husband Derek about thishe
remembered that currently there
were 36 workers and himse lf who
Three or four years ago the sun weaponry and chilling shots of tain-based terrorist programme had paid jobs in the city. Hatton's
from the fe lls surrounding J-Iorse came into being but was
brightly shone on the days leading naplam canisters.
upto my exa ms. Workinginacell· The
patriotic
redunda ncy Richmond in North Yorkshire.
never a mo unted force due to a
Thatcher's Own Cambridge Union disagreeme nt (not o ne of
like rooin my day time attentions
which Jimmy Hill and his mates
were divided between books a nd
undergo at most World Cups took and Rich Dominions Militia the 37 me n believed their union
the four-sided dust illumination
place in Spain that summe r. The Group occupy .th.e flat lands to the allowed them to lift a fe llow
that swivelle d in lines with the
evenings being longer by June my east of the north bound carriage lancer. former dancer or metal
sun . The sunlight , dust and myl devotions to soccer were often way of the Al, (her influe nce thus worker, into the saddle). The
interest seeming to die within
irritated by the sun's glare on the covering the south bound lanes). alliance rested insecurely on the
tv screen. Just as our April show- Horrifically embarrassed by Leon slogan "One man , o ne voice!" but
minutes of each other every eveners had evaporated in contrast to Britten's praise for her admiration both H atton and Heseltine had
ing I craved diversion.
the South Atlantic storms that had on a fuzzily picked up edition of still to negotiate "Who " and
The biggest , perhaps most
soaked and whipped ship-borne "Look North" she used Anglia "Which".
unnecessary, diversion of men ,
cameramen , Spain's sweaty foot- television to play down her role
resources and world concern that
The three erstwhile Conservaspring was the Falkland's War. , ball climate cooled our warmer since 1979.
tives agree that all fighting should
Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire be carried o ut in the mining towns
Emotion , suspense and action
days.
It was an ideal summer for and Somerset are the strrongholds and villages of South Yorkshire.
were wordily beemed across the
more reasons than football and of Hese ltine's European Re- The unmounted lancers of HatAtlantic airwaves to be presented
fighting . For once, the two had armament on Morally Efficient ton ·s Horse reluctantly agree to
to the brave British public. It was
(known
as this but cannot turn up because
been separated by thousands of Side-issuesParty
a good war td watch because it was
miles. My nostalgia resting on H.E .R.M .E.S.). This is a flying they can' t afford the bus fare. This
quickly over and involved no
column of tanks and helicopters was because they had jobs .
rationing or privation at -home.
thise pillar~ I have a dream . . .
run by Michael and some_Cavalry
Having ruined various motorWhilst Brian Hanrahan was
chums.
ways the leaders of the three
counting out , and in the days until
HERMES enjoys a loose groups are met by a furious
his return to Shepherd's Buish
alliance with Hatton's Horse, Nicolas Ridley , the hysterically
"The Sun" was crescendoing into
sometimes known as Hatton's behaved Minister for Transport.
the headline "Gotcha". This word ·
It is early April in the year of
must have been a gleeful printed the Mexican World Cup and four Liverpoll Labourers. The name He stops shouting after a inute or
rubbing of Richard Murdoch's groups are gathering strength for was changed when Derek Hat- · two and bursts out crying. Falling
ton's wife , Mrs Derek Hatton , on the gro'und, he moans "My
hands over public addition to the · a Civil War.
was walking their dog Prince : past motorways . What have you done
conflict as well as a reference to
Then Leon Britten Loyalist the stables at Aintree race course. to my motorways?!" This makes
the Belgrano sinking. "Catch of
the Day" followed the victory as forces , worshippers of the she- . She noticed that there were 37 the three begin to laugh. Still
horses there and when she told hootinl( with amusement they
We saw stockpiles of enemv God Thatcher, operate a moun-

Will Rolston offers a satirical analysis of three British hang-ups: the weather, the World Cup
and Westlands.

The Westland~
Civil War

repair to a pub.
They have a long session that
lasts far into the night. At closing
time Mrs Thatcher reappointed
Leon Home Secretary and he
granted an extended lice nce.
Shortly after midnight a reporter
came into ihe group aro und the
fi re and Margaret said that
Michael was back at Defence .
Drink having been taken they
grew maudlin and Michael told
Sweet Sherry and Old Peculia r
that he . gin and Tonic. was mighty
fed up with _ Hatton ·s Horse .
Sweet Sherry said " Who sat on a
horse? " and absent mindedly gave
Old Peculiar a sugar lump .
Slowly . not very clearly. but with
,weetness and understanding they
write a Press release.
''The ruling junta of the South
Yorkshire
coalfield
have
together, in democratic spirit and
with the usual secrets and dissatisfact.ions held by a mixture of
drinks decided to put Hatton's
Horse into the hands of Nicholas
Ridley and send them to a more
Irish sounding campsite . Having
,ecured this victory for the powers
;if the Right , of right , we shall
return to London and pretend
nothing has happened. I, I mean
we, hope that you all enjoy the
World Cup." Let us hope the
weather will allow it.
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A special challenge

for 1986 Graduates
Provide systems for one of the
world's leading International Banks
From £10,000 p.a.
Fihancial services in London, and other markets in the world, are changing dramatically.
The global financing needs of commerce, industry and Government, and the challenges they
present, have never been greater. Barriers are being dismantled, opening up new
opportunities, more competition and demands for new products.
The Morgan Bank is one of the world's premier corporate banks. We have offices in every
financial centre and our assets exceed $60 billion. Our reputation has been built on providing
high quality, innovative services to clients. We are committed to this for the f\,Jture and
to remain centre stage in the new financial markets.
To achieve this we need to continue to invest in advanced computer systems. They play
a vital role in our business and therefore we need to maximise our use of the latest technology.
As a result we have a number of opportunities for exceptional graduates keen to start their
career in computing with an internationally respected bank.
We want people with a good honours degree in.any discipline and a track record
of achievement. They will be 1986 graduates, or those with up to 2 years' experience, who are
numerate and confident, with well-developed communication skills. You must be creative;
a self-starter capable of achieving personal goals and working to tight deadlines.
From the day you join Morgan you will make an i mmediate contribution. You might work
on the development and support of our systems in London, or, on international systems
development, based in London but supp9rting our branches all over the world. Whichever path
.you follow you can be sure of the finest training- individually tailored to your personal
requirements- which will equip you with the right blend of technical and management skills.
You will have an excellent foundation to build a career in systems or in other parts of the
Morgan Bank. Opportunities to advance ar~ outstanding.
You will receive a salary starting at £10,000 (reviewed after 6 months) enhanced by a full
range of benefits including annual profit-sharing bonus, non-contributory pension scheme,
medical and life insurance plans, mortgage subsidy and an interest-free season ticket loan.
If you are interested in a career in a fast moving business environment with challenge,
reward and an international perspective, write for an Application Form. Alternatively, send
a completed University/Polytechnic Standard Application Form, with concise reasons why you
are interested in our business, to: Jennifer Clark, Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York,
PO Box 161, Morgan House, 1 Angel Court, London EC2R 7AE.

The Morgan Bank
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liill Death of the Twat
Edin. Univ. 3 Heriot-Watt Univ~ O
After a poor start to 1986
Edinburgh finally triumphed
with their third win of the season over Hei:iot-Watt. (Two
wins in Scottish Universities
helping to erase a miserable
defeat in the first game of the
season). As ever, a trip
beyond the city boundaries
~as too much for the whole
team to accomplish successfully and the game started
with Edinburgh minus both .
D. D. Swanson and Coach
Thomson, still on their way to
Riccarton.
The fi rst set began with Hendry
serving the Y a-hoos, (as it seems
EU students are referred to by the
'Twat'), into a wholly expected 30 lead. This immediate success
distracted Edinburgh and some
shaky play, especially by Smith
and Burgess, caused several
scrambles a nd allowed HeriotWatt back into the set . However
good blocking kept the pressure
on the Watt , and when Smith
"stuffed " a spike from their main
threat Alex Easton the fin al result
seemed beyond doubt. Nevertheless, Edinburgh struggled to put in
the attacks necessary to win
points, and their erratic play contributed to the d iminishing quality
of the contest. So it was that
Burgess served , with He riot-Watt
in the lead for the fi rst time at 10-

11. Four devastating serves how- Edinburgh casually built a subever, gave Edinburgh set-point at stantial .lead as frustration set in
14-11 , but a series of unbelievable amongst the opposing ranks,
errors gave the Watt , first the ser-· who's player/coach was eventuvice and then set-point at 14-15.
ally to receive a red-card for
Up stepped Coach Thomson
abuse. (Note that in volleyball a
for a tim'e -out and his calming red-card results in one penalty
words resulted in a big effort by point being awarded to the opposEdinburgh winning the set 17-15.
ition, nothing more serious). The
Edinburgh returned to the final set lasted just 17 minutes and
court with Skelly still deputising was won 15-7 as Edinburgh took
for Swanson , although loss of con- three points from an unmemora-'
centration soon forced that situa- ble game .
tion to be reversed. Anyway,
Next Saturday the University
despite Edinburgh 's continued return to the Pleasance for a game
dominance at the net (a few against Pentland NUVOC . Once
'dumps' were still sneaking again the opposition contains a
through , but not many) a casual number of ex-University players,
and lazy defence allowed the Watt in particular lain Manson and
to remain in the contest. This Glenn Peters, presently coaching
could never continue however, University teams . Pentland have
and despiti; a string of substituting recently run into a lean spell after
by the home side , their defence being early contenders for promocould not contain the Edinburgh tion, and the game should be a
attack , particularly the serving of close
and
exciting
one.
Burgess. A s a consequence the set The match siarts at"3 pm and the
was comfortably, if not quickly , balcony at the Pleasance affords
won 15-12 in 20 minutes.
spectators an exce llent view o f the
It had by now become evide nt proceedings.
tl:tat Smith had not had an early
Scottish Volleyball League
night and along with an equally
Di\lision II (East)
dozy Burgess and the unusually
p w L Pts
alert Fisher he was substituted as
Alton Byrd, the man many believe to be the most talented basketball
Jets
12 II I 34
Coach Thomson used his full
player in Britain, could afford a .smile last Sunday after inspiring
Bon Accord
II 8 3 27
Parkway
IO 8 2 26
squad of players. Despite this
Murray International Metals to a devasting 133-80 victory over the
Pentland Nuvoc
IO 7 3 24
E dinburgh
maintained
their
holders Falkirk in the final of the Scottish Cup, MIM, the British
Edin. Univ .
12 4 8 20
momentum , with Gilchrist and
Champions started with five American trained players on
Parkway II
IO 4 6 18
Moray
Swanson especially serving a nd
9 4 5 17
court, who between them scored all but eight of their points. But
Heriot-Watt
II 3 8 18
blocking effectively. Following
' patriotism was not a factor to the 3000 who packed into Coasters for
Grange
12 I II 14
the ir captain 's relaxed manner ,
Telford Juniors
9 2 7 13
Photo: David Yarro..;
Scotland's answer to the Super bo.wl!

Siberia?
Unlike last week, spec- from .dominating the cross-countators were unable ·to watch try races.
The weather conditions were
the start and finish of Saturday's races from the warmth certainly on par with the Siberian
elements. As the first mile of the
of a public bar. Indeed, the race meandered along a good
East District Championships plain , wearing ice-skates would
at Denny took place on pic- have been more effective than·
turesque flood plains with not spikes. Having overcome this icea building in sight. (Denny is rink , the runners headed uphill
certainly not the centre of the along a narrow farm-brack , and it
universe!) It was quite was only after the second mile that
the athletes disappeared from our
appropriate that the com- view, plunging into a stretch of
petitors should congregate for woodland. Actually , this is not
the start of the races in front wholly true , as there was a tenof a vast graveyard, because it dency for several competitors to
was a deadiy course. Several limp oack down the hill , retiring
athletes resembled running · through injury, chilblains, bliscorpses during the . race, ters, frozen feet , exhaustion, or
just boredom.
although fortunately there
To add to our discontent , Patwas no overtime for the
.grave-digging
profession rick Heinman finished in second
.after this event. Anyway, the position in the Junior Men's
event, and if he had been wearing·
Hare and Hounds' team a green vest , instead of the vile
buried most of the opposition, yellow strip of Livingston, then
as per usual.
the Hare and Hounds would have
Even before. the first race had
started , there was a heated argu-·
~ ent in the assembly hall involving the race officials and a contingency of the Hare and Hounds.
l'he dfapute concerned Patrick
Heinman, who · we had assum·ett
was representing Edinburgh University. Yet it seems that because
he had ran for Livingston at the
first event of the season , it means
!hat he is committed to representmg this club until the end of the
season. Apparently this rule is
stated in small print in some sort
of law book which nobody seems
to have ever seen or read! Furthermore, Patrick f[einman wanted
to represent the Hare and
Hounds. It only goes to prove that
the officials will go to any length
lo prevent the Hare and Hounds

won the team prize . Yet it was still
a moral victory. It was left to Paul
Hague to carry the green flag ,
finishing in fifth place, while Ian
Wallace continued to progress
with a respectable 15.th position.
The Seniors faced a seven-mile
ordeal , and it was generally
assumed that John Robson would
triumph without too much difficulty; and surprise, surprise, ~e
did! But congratulations to Ahstair Murphy, who kept up with the
big guns to finish 15th. It was quite
interesting to note that by the end
of the races a fair proportion of
the competitors had developed
rather distinctive limps. As a
result of this Siberian ordeal,
strained muscles were mote abundant than the prizes!
Carl Marston

~ ,The Ohan Ball
Behold on the Sixth Day He
sent out the hyelve to face the
mighty Ohan Celtic. A fighting spirit descended on· these
chosen ones instilling or · distilling in the case of "Mad
. Max" McLeod) courage and .
determination in their hearts
despite the reputation and
Division Two status of their
opponents.
And so it happened in the·
course of time that as the ball flew
high into the air it was plucked .
down by the swift .. Slasher" ·
Simpson . who. in a lightning
quick succession of movements
sent i! crashing like; thunderbolt
into the back of the net.
But there was no resting on
laurels and with a quick girding ot
the Joins the university set about

absorbing the pressure Oban now
applied . The o mnipresent .. Mad
Max .. McLeod faced and overcame the brunt of the onslaught
carving his way like an ave nging
Angel through the attack. Inspirational too was Nigel .. BeastmasIc r" Sheail with th'e task of marking a demo n incarnate in the form
of a 6ft 7 in o rang-utang with a ·
frontal labotomv. But did"1he bold
Beastmaste r tli'nch? Not he ; he
/ooked death in the face and spat
in the eye of fate.

Tactical refereeing was to have
the d,iy since Oban h"ad a full compliment of subs to introduce in the
·half hour (Edinburgh time) of
extra play. Even Jelly Belly Blake·
could not reproduce his earlier
form as fatigue took its toll. It has
Well he tri ed to but according been promised that those who
to events in the 2nd half he must hunger and 1hirst for a righteoushave hit the Oban re•·ree inflicting ness" shall be satisfied ;md the temporary . myopia on him. The shinty team await this time expcc.orang-utang was allowed to try a tantlv. We had right on our side
second slaugh.ter of the innocents and (moral) victo(y was ours. He
narrowly t~ iling to decapitate . works in mvstcrious wavs . does11·1
.. Quiet Man" Maguire and having He?
.
.
Tomas MagUidhir
a fine attempt at amputating the

J Solid as a rock

The second XI was met
with an extremely frosty
reception at CS Muirhouse.
The pitch was frozen solid
and the home team was ready
to claim the league points due
to the University's tardiness.
After delicate negotiations
between the two captains
worthy of the Geneva summit, it was decided that the
league fixture would be posponed and a ''friendly"
played instead. The state of
the pitch obliged the umpires
to rule out any ball which rose
more than ankle height which
meant that the game was
somewhat muted and played
at less than full throttle.

leg o( M,ilcolm "The Mouth"
G;ant (n:uch· to the dismay · o f
Grant's cherubic cheerleaders).
W~ether it was this blindness or a
facultv su'rtdial the referee prolonged the second half just long
enough for Oban to pull back an
equaliser.

Laurence Gillam and new- a wily character. Numerous croscomer Roger Hall linked well on ses were squandered until the Flythe left causing the CS defence ing Finn Markku Wilson collected
many problems in the first half. the ball and slotted it past the
Sean Canavan and Geoff Sayers oncoming keeper.
sealed the University's defence ::;
Very little troubled the Univerallowing Sweeper Rod Cameron
to· make adventurous forays into sity defence giving Geoff and
the opposing half leaving ·Jock' to Mark time to swap a few jokes.
mind the store. At half time the Hugh Broughton had almost
nothing to do on his reappearance
score was 0-.0.
in goal except ward off hypotherRichard McCallum substi- mia . The final score (1-0) did not
tuted Roger during the interval reflect the dominance of the Secand managed to survive the game ond XI's performance but it did
without adding further to his sea- mean that the trip to Muirhouse
son's collection of injuries. Mark had not been wasted.
Rawlson and Chas. Ogilvie carried the attack down the right
Finally thanks to James Macnegotiating the vagaries of the Lennan who was more thanpitch and the stolid defending of competent as the University's
the CS left back whose gentle umpire and team diplomat.
white bearded appearance belied
WMA
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EUMHC 4 Dunfermline Carnegie 0
Last Saturday's game for
EU 1st XI marked the halfway
stage of their National League
campaign. Their recent run
of success had obviously been
the talk of the University as a
record crowd packed into
Peffermill to witness the home
side almost hit top gear and
demolish struggling Carnegie
by a comfortable four goal
mar~.
The ~anner in which the University opened the match was not·
what on·e would call urgent.
Although chances were created
these were not taken and it took
the sound of an opposition shot
hitting the post to shake off any air
of complacency which threatened
to underminethe student efforts.
The opening goal was the best of

the game with Loughlin finishing
off one of his many elusi,;e runs
down the right with a neat drop
which Macleod converted with
style. Midweek practice of short
corner routines paid off when Williams struck home the Univer_sity's second and third goals on
• either side of the interval.

McFarlane's return the University
was able to reassert its pressure,
play some truely expressionist
hockey and applaud yet another
well take Macleod flick. A special
mention must be made for 'Frank'
Spencer who came in as a late
replacement and adapted -~ell to
the difficult left wing position .
The side was slightly at a loss
Witfi the final whistle a Belfast
when Donal 'The Refrigerator' . skinhead (one of the spectators)
Mcfarlane had a severe mental ran onto the pitch and claimed
relapse, shouted '38 ,24, 48 , 62!' that he hadn 't been entertained so
and proceeded to completely much since the days he used to
obliterate an oncoming forward. play the triangle in the Edenderry
That our Donald got the ball goes Apprentices Boys Flute Band.
without saying but the poor guy , However the team's performance
ruled offside when he was· born was commendable, it needs to
and persecuted by umpires all . keep in mind the fact that the secover Scotland ever since, got his ond half of the season holds a
marching orders. Against a better number of games which will offer
side this could have proved worry- a more challenging text- of skill
ing but to be realistic about it Car- and character than the opposition
negie weren't exactly scintilating : provided by Carnegie at Peffer-·
in their hockey sls:ills. With mill on Saturday.
Syd :

y

Hot
Kenny

Eight of last week's selections failed to race and the
same might be said of the two
that did come under starter's
orders: Corporal Clinger
finished a close-up second,
and Dawn Run a distant
fourth.
Saturday's main event, the
£18 000 Gainsborough Handicap
Ch~se at Sandown, looks like
being very hotly contested. More
than half the horses due to run are
Gold Cup prospects and it is Mr
MOONRAKER who looks a snip
at the weights. Les Kennard's
nine-year-old gelding ran on

really well when beaten a short.
head in the final of the Embassy
Premier Chase at Ascot recently.
That race was run over 2112
miles but Saturday's trip over an
extra half mile in testing conditions will be right up his street.

MOON MARINER looked
slightly backward before runni ng
at Haydock two weeks ago.
Nonetheless, Paul Kellaway's
chestnut shaped really well until
blowing up close home . That race
should have put him straight and
he is worth each-way support in
Sandown's first race .
Later in the afte rnoon , last
year's Champion Hurdle winner,
SEE YOU THEN, makes his seasonal reappearance . Trainer
Nicky Henderson reports that he
has been working well a nd expects
him to be in the shake-up .
Arthur · Moore's DALBURY
showed signs of a return to form
last time out and can go close in
the novice chase on the same card.
Smart novice THE CATCHPOOL can win at Sandown on
Friday and be on the look-out for
GAY RASCAL at Lingfield on
Thursday - he could well ca use a
stir!

Edinburgh
University,
although with the largest rep- ·
resentation and possibly the
strongest team failed to take
home any trophies in the
recent Scottish Universities
Tournament.

.

Kenny Middlemiss of HeriotWatt dominated the event being
seeded one in the singles competition, the mens doubles and the
mixed doubles. His glory only
being spoilt when he and his partner Alisdair 'Animal' Humphrey A valiant gladiator from EU Windsurfing Club battles against the raging
were beaten in the men 's doubles, surf whipped up by Force 9 gales at Gullane earlier this term. Come in
Photo: Bill Dawes
Number 26!
final
and
partner
K.aren MacCallum
Ne
.
2
seed
Karen
MacCallum
and
Edinburgh had three seeds in
the mens singles competition. Francis carhe up against the beating Fergus 'Legs' Munroe and
James More (6) retired hurt in a. unstoppable Karen Keighren who Diane Morrison of Strathclyde in
well contested third round match. went on to win it for the fifth suc- the final.
Th~ weekend ended with a
Craig Douglas (8) was beaten by cessive year.
his ex-friend and our own captain
Liz and Francis also got to the superb dinner dance in the North
Barry Neale only for him to meet semi-final of the ladies doubles British Hotel on Saturday with
the unstoppable Mr Middlemiss. only to succumb to Fiona Pont nearly all the competitors turning
Probably our best singles player and Ruth Simpson of Aberdeen up, guest of honour Alan Chainey
Alan Hutchison· (5) was playing who were beaten in the final by (Director of Physical Education)
superbly and causing a major University colleagues Karen presenting the trophies.
upset against the number two seed Keightren and Pam Reid.
The entire tournament was
but had to retire with cramp havcontested
and
Barry and Craig, seeded two in superbely
ing taken the first set. Kenny
organised and many thanks · must
Middlemiss met the No . 3 seed the mens doubles also got to the
go to organisers Mike Fitchett and
Douglas Crawford.in the final and semi-finals but were beaten by the
Barry Neale , and a special menconceded the most points he had eventual winners Douglas Crawtion to Alan Chainey for his help.
done in any round when he won ford and John Gough of Glasgow
who surprisingly beat 't_hat man The gooa' news for Edinburgh is
15-4, 15-2.
Middlemiss' and his partner in the that Francis Flynn and Barry were
Our ladies faired much better in final.
named for the Scottish Univerthe singles and there was even
sities squad. Needless to say 'full '
The Edinburgh team are good Scottish International Kenny
hope of an all Edinburgh final
when Liz Barrett and Francis at mixed doubles and pushed hard Middlemiss was also asked to
Flynn both reached the semi- in many top games before the title play.
finals. Liz did well to take a set off was inevitably taken by Kenny
Phil Learmont

Rolf

DOWN
ACROSS
I. Fish commonly found in Chad
I, 13 & 19. A schizophrenic wilh
docks? (7)
digesiive problems! (4, 3, 4, 7)
2. Communist bowling style in flare4. Martha, gin and around a hundred,
up with small trademark (4, 3)
on the road (7)
3. Conceal self in birdwatching hut
9. Crossed, if fordable by overrated
(4)
songster (7)
5. Guards' union scan around for
10. Apollo's metropolis - but don't
convent vehicle! (4, 3)
play it (3, 4)
6. First prenominal letter (7)
I I. Anger got nothing after discover7. Painterof yoga positions (4)
.
ing juicy colour (6)
8.
Medal, commonly, or loud noise
12. This is Hamlet's human spring (4)
.
and Liz's! (4)
10. Tory students with furs but poorly
13. See I across
attired! (7)
.
15. Marc the creep (5)
14. White people? Not necessanly
16. Lloyd Cole's butler? )5)
but pale anyway (7)
19. See I across
17. Elephant riders shout mother,
22. Mash up those Herhsam boys! (4)
23. Order rye ban for new guitarist commonly (7)
18. A possum mates and tries to
(6)
27. Band, hailed as school of design finish speech (7)
20. Pilchard or torpedo? (3, 4)
(7)
.
24. Sear your bum!! (4)
28. Bowie's clothes sense (7)
25. Flows back under lunar mflu·
29. This is terse - • inside Gothic
_ence, perhaps (4)
monstrosities (7)
26. Article with the air arm - not
30. Go back to I across to benefit (4)
nearby though! (4)
Compiled by Paul Greatrix and Graham
Lindsay.

Completed solutions, together with your na111e and address, should be
handed in to the Student offices at 48 The Pleasance or put in one of the
red Student boxes around the Unions, by 1 pm on t'1onday. The send~r
of the first correct solution drawn will win £5, and the winner's name will
be published in next week's Student.
Last week's solution:
ACROSS
I. Helter skelter 9. Croc 11. Nitre 12. User 13. Rues 16. Coli 17. Type 18. Trio~~Boer 20. Vent 21. Aden 22. Bole 23. East 25. Rake. 26. Kiss 28. Brood 30. Diva ·
Channel tunnel
DOWN

.

.

JO

2. Ease 3. Eden 4. Slated 5. Eire 6. Eons 7. Record breaker 8. B1Td m the hand. ·
Castrates 12. Uncovered 14. Speed 15. Brook 24. Grovel 27. Sash 28. Bran 29. D,eu
31. Isle •
WINNER:.Daniel Payne,.SummerllalLl!laa,, i:diaburgh.

